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In this article we present a method for developing certain Wiener integrals in an 
asymptotic expansion as the variance of the Wiener goes to 0. The basic ideas are 
a combination of methods borrowed from the theory of large deviations together 
with techniques from the calculus of Wiener space. 6 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
In this article we take up the program, initiated in Schilder’s thesis 
(cf. ES]), of obtaining asymptotic formulae (cf. Theorem 4.21) as an 
application of the large deviation theory for Wiener’s measure. The major 
differences between our approach and that of others (cf., especially, 
[ 1,2,5,9]) stem from our use of the Wiener space valued Brownian motion, 
instead of the more conventional resealing, to modulate the variance of our 
Wiener measure. Thus, for example, our asymptotic development is the 
consequence of a Taylor’s expansion based on Ito’s formula for our 
Brownian motion (cf. Theorem 1.36). 
The structure of this article is the following. In Section 1, we introduce 
the calculus required for the Taylor’s expansion alluded to above. The idea 
here was suggested by Malliavin in [7], and the resulting calculus can be 
viewed as an infinite dimensional Sobolev calculus based on the heat 
operator instead of the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck operator. The second section is 
devoted to a sharpening of the transference principle in the theory of large 
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deviations to cover a class of functions which are not continuous (cf. 
Theorem 2.11 and Corollary 2.15). This section ends with a preliminary 
version (cf. Theorem 2.29) of the kind of asymptotic development at which 
we are aiming. The results of Sections 1 and 2 are combined in Section 3 
to obtain the asymptotic result contained in Theorem 3.10. Because 
Theorem 3.10 itself does not make it clear how one can use our results to 
get asymptotic expansions of density functions, we introduce in Section 4 a 
key idea from Bismuts [3] in order to show that Theorem 3.10 has some- 
thing to say about such matters (cf. Theorem 4.21). Finally, in Section 5 we 
show (cf. Theorem 5.21) that our results apply to Wiener functionals which 
arise as the solution to It6 stochastic integral equations, even when the 
coefficients are allowed to depend on the past. 
1. ABSTRACT WIENER PROCESSES AND THE 
TIME DEPENDENT MALLIAVAN CALCULUS 
In this section we develop the Malliavan calculus in a time dependent 
setting. 
Throughout, (0, H, p) will be an abstract Wiener space in the sense of 
L. Gross. That is, (0, II.11 @) is a separable Banach space, (H, II.11 H) is a 
separable Hilbert space, H is a dense subspace of 0 and the inclusion map 
is continuous, and p is the (necessarily unique) probability measure on 
(0, ge) with the property that 
~~expC~..(1.,~>,l~(dH)=exp[-fll1lI:,1, LEO*, 
where we have used the fact that O* becomes a dense subspace of H when 
we make the natural identification between H* and H itself. Note that, as 
distinguished from the uniqueness assertion, the existence of p is a non- 
trivial assumption. In particular, p can exist only if II . )I ,-bounded subsets 
of H are relatively compact as subsets of 8. 
Next, for each s E [0, co), let ps denote the distribution 0 E 0 H ~“~0 E0 
under CL. Clearly, pL, is the unique probability measure on (0, Be) with the 
property that 
S, evCF 1 @*(A, 0>,1 ,uAdB)=exp [ -4 ilill~], LEO*. (1.1) 
Furthermore, as a consequence of Fernique’s Theorem, we know that 
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for some CE (0, 00). Thus, by Kolmogorov’s criterion, there exists a 
(unique) probability measure P on C( [0, co); 0) with the property that 
for all nEE+, 0 d t, < ... < t, < co, and i,, . . . . I, E O*. Moreover, it 
is obvious that P({+ : t&O) = 0}) = 1; and, by the strong law of large 
numbers, 
lim Ilw)lle=O for P-almost every $ E C( [0, cc ); 0). 
,-CC t 
Hence, we may and will think of P as living on 
tj~C([O,co);O):$(O)=Oand lim 7 IIIC/(t)lle =o I--rrn 
1.2 Remark. Note that, when 52, is endowed with the separable 
Banach norm 11. IIoe given by 
IbSle 
lblln,= SUP - 
fECO,00) l+t 
and 
#ye= qEC([O,CO);Q):Y/(t) 
i 
= I ’ q(s) ds, t E [0, co), for some rj E I!,*( [O, co); H) 0 
is given the separable Hilbert space norm 
then (a,, Se, P) itself becomes an abstract Wiener space. The classical 
example is, of course, the one when 0 = Rd= H, in which case the corre- 
sponding (a,, Xe, P) is the classical IWd-valued Wiener process. More 
generally, we will refer to (Q,, J&, P) as the Q-valued abstract Wiener 
process. Again, these ideas are due to L. Gross. 
Unless it is necessary to emphasize the Banach space 8, we will drop the 
subscript on 52, and simply write Q. Also, because 0 itself will often be a 
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function space, we will usually use w, in place of w(s). Finally, observe 
that, like the classical case, P has the Brownian scaling property. That is, 
if the transformation o~Qt-+w (?) E 52 is defined for y E (0, co) so that 
wjy) = y1’2~s,Y, s E [0, cc ), then P is invariant under o E 52 I-+ o(?) E Sz. 
Given a separable Hilbert space and an n E H+, let C y( R”; E) to be the 
space of smooth, E-valued functions f on R” with the property that, for 
each multi-index LX E JV”, there exist a v, E B + and a C, E (0, co ) such that 
II II g(x) < C,( 1 + 1x1 2)v,‘2, XELV. E 
Next, define SCF( [0, co) x 0; E) to be the space off: [0, co) x 0 + E for 
which there exists an n E Z +, an f~ C F (R”+ ‘; E), and a continuous, linear 
map A: 0 + R” such that 
fb, 0) = 7b, 4, (s, e)E [O, m)xQ. 
It is then a relatively easy task to check that, for each s E (0, co) and 
PE Cl, a), 
is dense in LP(E, p,). 
Using X’(E) to denote HOE (or, equivalently, the space H.S.(H; E) of 
Hilbert-Schmidt operators from H into E), one can easily check that the 
operator D: 9C T( [0, 00) x 0; E) + .FCy( [0, 00) x 0; X(E)) given by 
Df(s, e)(h) = lim f(h 4 + zh) -f(h 0) 
3 (s,8)~[O,co)xOandh~H, 
7-O t 
is well-defined. Thus, if S”(E) is delined inductively for m > 2 so that 
Z”(E)=&‘(A?“-l(E)), then D”.FC~([O, 00)x@; E)+FCy([O, co)x 
8; S”(E)) can be defined inductively so that D” + ’ = D 0 D”. Noting that, 
for any f o 9CF( [0, co) x 8; E), (s, 0) E [0, cc) x 8, and orthonormal 
basis {hi} in H, the Laplacian Af of f given by 
Af(s, tl)=T,D’f(s, 0)=x D2f(.s, @(hi, hi)E E 
i 
is well defined and independent of the choice of basis {hi}, we now define 
the heat operator d: FCT([O, co) x 8; E) --) FCy([O, 00) x 8; E) by 
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In order to describe our initial application of the operators D and d, we 
recall the definition of Ito’s integral. To this end, let g: = n,,, gg, where 
aS is the a-algebra over Q generated by the maps o E 52 H o, E 0,~ E [0, s]. 
Next, let Lf,,( [0, co) x 52, LebCo, ooj x P; E) denote the Frechet space of 
mappings A: [0, co) x Q + E with the property that A 1 co,S, EL*( [0, s] x Q, 
LebCo,s, x P; E) for every s E (0, cc); and denote by J(E) the closed sub- 
space of Lf,,( [0, cc) x Q, Leb rO,ooj x P; E) consisting of its (649>? : s 2 O}- 
progressively measurable lements. 
Next, define CC(E) to be the space of {g: : saO}-progressively 
measurable X: [0, 00) x Q -+ E such that X( ., w) E C( [0, co); E) for every 
WE Q and supgE co,Sl llX(o,.)II EL*(P) for every SE [0, co); and endow 
6(E) with the obvious corresponding Frechet structure. The It6 integral is 
then the linear mapping from A E 3(%(E)) H X, E E(E) with the proper- 
ties that X,(0, .) - 0 and both 
are, respectively, E- and R-valued martingales. 
Clearly, 0 E Q H X,( ., 0) E C( [0, co); E) is unique up to a P-null set. In 
the construction of X,, a key role is played by the observation that, for 
h E H, there is a measurable function J(h): 0 + R! with the properties that 
JVW + h’) = BJ(@ + (h, h’)” for /?ElF!,0E@,andh’EH 
Xhd~, 0) = 3(h)(o,) e, (s, e) E IX, ~0) x E, (1.3) 
for P-almost every 0 E Q. 
To see that J(h) exists, first note that we can take 
w)(e) = e*(k 4, 
when 1 E @* (E H). Next, for general h E H, choose {An};0 G @* so that 
II&--h/l,,< l/2”, let C,, denote the set of 8EQ for which {et(An, e),}? 
converges as n --f co, and define 
if DECO 
otherwise. 
One can then use Burkholder’s inequality to verify that (1.3) holds for this 
choice of 3(h). Finally, note that 3(h) is uniquely determined by (1.3) up 
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to a set which has full pS-measure simultaneously for every s E [0, cc ) and 
that 
{3(h)(o,) :SE [0, co)andh~H} 
is a Gaussian family under P with mean 0 and covariance 
s, s’ E [0, cc ) and h, h’ E H. 
In particular, for each h E H, {J(h)(o,) : s E [0, co)} under P is an 
R-valued Brownian motion. Finally, once these properties of 3(h)(w,) have 
been established, it is a relatively easy matter to complete the construction 
of Ito’s integral by repeating the classical procedure used in the R-valued 
setting. 
In keeping with the usual conventions, we will call X, the It6 integral of 
A and will often use IS, A(cr, o) do, in place of Xa(s, 0). The way in which 
stochastic integrals transform under time-resealing is that, for every 
YE(O, co), 
s 
YS 
A(s/y, o) doby’ = ‘I* Y j;A(w)do, (as., P) for each s E [0, co ). 
0 
The following lemma contains a few very important estimates. 
1.4. LEMMA. Let A E 3(2(E)) be given and use X = X, to denote the Ztb 
integral of A. Then, for euery p E [ 1, co) and s E [O, co), 
where 
and, when E = R, 
(1.6) 
1 [ exp Q aX(s, o) -g 1: IIA(a, o)ll& da] P(do) 
< 1, olE(WandsE [0, co). (1.7) 
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Moreover, under the assumption that I( A(s, o) I/ x(E) d C < co for 
LebCo, mj x P-almost every (s, w) E [0, co) x R, 
1 [ exp & sup IlJ3~7 o)lli P(do) R 0 E CO,sl 1 
d (1 $li2’ 
cr~(O, l)andsE(O, a). (1.8) 
Finally, when E=%‘(R) and IIA(~,o)ll~~,,<C<oo for L&CO,mjxP 
-almost every (s, 0) E [0, co) x 52, 
-& sup @c, o) P(dw) 
n-2 CO,sl 1 
IXE(-1, l)andsE:(O,co), (1.9) 
where 8: [0, 00) x Sz + R’ is the It6 integral of X. 
Proof: Set Y(s, CO) = IlX(a, o)II& and note that, since 
IIC, w)llE= sup (e, JIs, a)IE, 
lldE= 1
Y(s, coy2 and therefore also Y(s, o) are P-submartingales. Next, by 
standard It8 calculus (expand everything in terms of ortho-normal bases if 
necessary), for any p E [ 1, co ), 
dY(s, o)j = 2pY(s, ~LI)~- ’ A(s, o)* X(s, w) do, 
+ C~P(P- 1) Y(s, WY-~ IIA(s, WI* x(s, 4; 
+ PY(s, MY-’ II& 4&J 4 
where A(s, o)* E H.S.(E, H) denotes the adjoint of A(s, CO). Thus, 
f Y(s, w)” P(dw) R 
GP(~P-U~- (J’ Y(o.o)~-’ IIA(~,o)lI:I,,ds)P(dw), R 0 
PE CL co). (1.10) 
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To prove (1.5), set F((s, w) = sup,, cO,S, Y(o, 0). Then, because Y(s, o)r’* 
is a Fsubmartingale, Doob’s inequality and (1.10) yield 
from which (1.5) follows after an application of Holder’s inequality. 
We next prove (1.8). Note that, by (l.lO), 
j 
n 
Y(s, co)” P(dw) <n(2n - 1) c* J’ (j 
0 R 
Y(a, o)“- l de) P(do) 
for n E H +. Hence, by induction, we see that 
and, after summing, we therefore have that 
1 [ 1 cc a”(2n)! exp D & Y(s, 0) P(dm)G C 2 “=o 4”(n!) 
=~~~(~)n~j~~2nexpl-52/21dS 
(l-a)(* 2 1 dt=(l-a)-“*. (1.11) 
To complete the proof, note that, for any fl E (0, oo), exp[/?Y(s, o)] is a 
P-submartingale. Thus, by Doob’s inequality, 
for every PE (1, co). Thus, (1.8) follows from this and the preceding after 
one lets p /* co. 
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Now suppose that E= IR. With (1.8) at hand, it becomes an easy 
application of Ito’s formula to check 
is a P-martingale when (IA /I H is bounded. Thus, in this case equality holds 
in (1.7); and from this, (1.7) follows in general as a consequence of Fatou’s 
Lemma. 
Finally, to prove (1.9), we use (1.7), Schwarz’s and Jensen’s inequalities, 
and (1.11) to justify 
1 [ exp R &2(~, w) P(d0) 1 
and at this point the rest of the argument is the same as the one used to 
pass from (1.11) to (1.8). 1 
We return now to the application of d and D for which we introduced 
Ito’s integral. Namely, the classical ZtB’s formula becomes the statement 
that,foranyfEYCOy([O,oo)xO;E)andsE[O,co), 
+ i‘,: df( o,m,) do for P-almost every 0 E 52. (1.12) 
Because f E 9C F( [0, cc ) x 0; E), one can check (1.12) by first writing f in 
terms off and A and then applying It63 result for the finite dimensional 
Brownian motion s E [0, cc) H Ao, E R”. 
Before introducing the final component of our calculus, we need to recall 
the important Cameron-Martin formula which says that if s E (0, cc ), h E H, 
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and pa* is the distribution of 8 E 0 H 6’ + h E 0 (we use here: H G B) under 
.k, then &h 6 pL, and 
803. (1.13) 
(This fact can be checked immediately when h = I E O* and by an easy 
limiting procedure in general.) In particular, if f and g are elements of 
FCT( [0, co) x 0: R), then a simple calculation leads to 
I Df(s, d(h) gb us) P(dw) R 
= - Dg(s, o)(A) P(d0) (1.14) 1 
for (s, h) E (0, co) x H. 
Eq. (1.14) suggests the following construction. Namely, given a finite 
dimensional subspace A of Q*, denote by Z7,, the orthogonal projection 
operator from H onto A, extend l7, by continuity to 0, and define 
a,,:FC~([O, cx~)xQ;c%‘(E))+~tC~([O, m)xQ;E) by 
a,~(~, e) =F(~, e)(n,e)-s~,mqs, e), (1.15) 
where T, denotes the trace operation for ,4 (i.e., with respect o an ortho- 
normal basis for A.) Next, let f E 9C F( [0, co) x 0; E) and choose (as one 
always can) a finite dimensional subspace A of O* so that 
Ds(s, e)(h) = 0 forall (s,8)E(O,co)xOandhIA. 
Then Eq. (1.14) leads immediately to the integration by parts formda 
= s *(f( 9 s w,), a,m, %))E fTdO)> s E (0, 00 1, (1.16) 
for every FE 9CF( [0, co) x 0; Z(E)). 
Having introduced the operations D, d, and a,, on classically smooth 
functions, we now want to take their Sobolev completions. To this end, 
first define the norms 
> 
UP 
Ilf t1p.w = SUP SUP Ilfts, o, + h)ll$ P(do) 
O<s<R IIhII,CR 
for fEFC:([O, m)x@;E); 
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and denote by ‘S’(d; E) the Frechet space obtained by completing 
YCF([O, 00)x 0; E) with respect to the family { II.I/p,R;E: PE [l, co) and 
RE(O, 4). 
1.17. Remark. In order to represent elements of @“(-c4; E) as functions 
from [0, co) x 0 into E, we need to make some preparations. In the first 
place, given measurable functions f and g on [0, co) x 0, we say that f is 
P-equivalent to g and write f e g if f(0, h) = g(0, h) for every h E H and 
f(s, .) = g(s, .) (a.s., CL,) for every s E (0, co). Next, for each SE (0, co), use 
the Cameron-Martin formula to check that translation in the directions 
of H acts continuously on the Frechet space 
That is, if, for a function cp on 0 and an h E H, we define ~~(0) = (~(0 + h), 
0 E 0, then (h, cp) E H x L”(p,; E) H (Pi E L”(pS; E) is continuous for each 
SE (0, co), even when H is given its weak topology. Now let {fn}F E 
9C;( [0, co) x 0; E) be a Y(‘)(&; E)-Cauchy sequence. It is then easy 
to see that there is a measurable function f: [O, co) x 0 + E with the 
properties that 
.L(O> h) -m h) for every h E H 
and 
fA% . ) + fb? . ) in L”(p,; E) for every s E (0, co). 
In fact, up to P-equivalence, there is only one suchf; and therefore it is in 
the sense of P-equivalence that we can uniquely represent elements of 
S’O)(d; E) as functions. In addition, the preceding remarks allow one to 
show that Ilfn-fll,,R;E --) 0 for every p E [0, co) and R E (0, co). This 
means that, even when H is given its weak topology, the mapping 
3 (-) L,(P; E) where f&m) =fJs, w,) for w E 52 
PE C1.m) 
is continuous; and so, in particular, h E H H f(0, h) E E is continuous with 
respect to the weak topology on H. 
As usual, we will make no distinction between an element of 9’“‘(&; E), 
the P-equivalence class representing it, and a particular element of that 
equivalence class. In other words, just as with Lebesgue spaces, we will act 
as if @“(d; E) were actually a subset of functions from [0, co) x 8 into E. 
In this connection, observe that f, g E @O’(&; E) are equal iff(s, . ) = g(s, .) 
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(as., ,u,) for every s E (0, co) and that, for each f~ @O)(&; E), 
h E H H fh E Y(‘)(&pg; E) is a continuous function of weak H-convergence. 
Next, set 
IIfII;k;E= Cllfll;,R;E+ llwI;,R;.zqE)+ /I~fIIg,R;J”p 
for f~%Cy([0, co)x@;E); 
and let ‘3(“(.@‘; E) be the completion of %C y( [0, co) x 0; E) with respect 
to {Il.llzk;E:~~[l, co) and RE(O, co)}. 
What we would like to do now is extend the operations D and d to 
@“(zZ; E) by continuity. However, before we can do so, we must check 
that they are closeable. 
1.18. LEMMA. Suppose that {f,};“G%CT([O, co)x@;E) is Cauchy 
convergent in @“(cc4; E) and that f, + 0 in @‘)(d; E). Then Df, + 0 and 
&‘fn + 0 in B”‘(d; X(E)) and 9”‘(d; E), respectiuefy. 
Proof. Let F denote the limit of {Df”}? in Y(“(d; A?(E)). To see that 
F = 0 in @“)(d; E), all that we have to do is check that, for each 
s E (0, cc), F(s, .) = 0 (a.s., .D,). To this end, we use (1.14) to get 
for every s E (0, co), h E H, and g E %C F( [0, co) x 0; E); and clearly this 
means that F(s, .) = 0 (a.s., pL,) for every SE (0, co). 
Next, let f denote the limit of { &fn} ;” in Y’“‘(d; E). By the preceding 
combined with (1.12) applied to thef,‘s, we find that 
a,o,)do=O (a.s., P) for every s E [0, co). 
Hence, since (s, h) E [0, co) x HH II fh(s, .)I1 L~crSj is continuous, it is clear 
thatfL0. i 
With Lemma 1.18 in hand, we now see that the operations D and JS’ 
have well-defined continuous extensions as operators from @“(d; E) into 
6(‘)(&4; X(E)) and Sco)(&; E), respectively. In order to avoid unnecessary 
notational complications, we will again use D and d to denote these 
extensions. 
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Observe that, by the same reasoning as we used in Remark 1.17, 
@“(d; E) is also closed under translations in the directions of H, h E HH 
fh E ‘@“(d; E) is a continuous function of weak H-convergence for each 
f E ‘@“(d; E), and both D and d are H-translation invariant operations 
on Y”‘(&; E). Finally, one can easily check that Ito’s formula extends, in 
the obvious way, by continuity; and so (1.12) holds for all fo B”‘(zJ’; E). 
In particular, we now see that if f E Y”‘(d; E) and both Df(s, .) = 0 and 
&f(s,.)=O (a.s., ,u,) for each SE (0, co), then f s f(O,O). 
1.19. THEOREM. For each TE H@E( =H.S.(H; E)) there is a unique 
(time independent) element J(T) E ‘3(“(-c4; E) with the properties that 
J(T)(O)=0 and DJ(T)=T. Zn fact, TEH@EH~(T)E~(‘)(~;E) is a 
continuous linear mapping, 
J( T)(o,) = 11 Tdo,, s E [0, CO), for P-almost every o E ~2, 
and the family 
{(3(T)(~,),e),:sE[O, co), TEHOE,andeEE} 
under P is Gaussian with mean 0 and covariance 
s (J(T)(d, ejE J(T’)(o,,), e’), P(dm) = (3 AS’Ne’, T’T*e),. R 
In particular, if NE Z + and T E H @ RN has maximal rank (i.e., TT* is 
invertible on RN), then, for every bounded measurable f: RN x 0 + R, 
s of(W*)(Q 0) .uL,(dQ 
= u6 +n’(T)(Q)) $‘(dS) u,(dfl), 
> 
SE (0, co), (1.20) 
where U = T*( TT*))‘/‘, 
ZZ”(T)(8)=847(T)(B) with Z7( T)(8) = UJ( U*)(e), 
and y,(r) = (27~s)-“~ exp[ - [*/2s] dc. 
Proof The uniqueness of J(T) follows immediately from the preceding 
discussion. To prove existence, choose an ortho-normal basis {h,} for H 
which diagonalizes T*T and check that the function given by 
C J(h,)(e) Th, has the required properties. 
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Turning to the derivation of (1.20), choose an ortho-normal basis {h,} 
for H in such a way that U~=~:,N_, [,h,,for 5 = (5,) . . . . C,,,)E RN, and 
define @: 0 + RI”’ (IHI is used here to denote the dimension of H) to be 
the map whose nth-coordinate is J(h,). As is well-known, @ is measure- 
preserving from (0, Be, P,) into (RI”‘, BRIHI, ni.H’) and the associated 
isometry %S: L*(JJ:~‘; R) -+ L2(pS; R) (given by eSg = go @) is unitary. 
Next, set K= ker( T), note that Id, - UU* is orthogonal projection Z7K 
onto K while U*U= IdRN, and deduce from these observations first that 
I13(h)“n’(T)I12,2,,~)=~ llWll2H~ heH, 
and hence that 
@(Uk + n’(me))” = 
5, if l<n<N 
J(h,)(e) if n>N 
for p,-almost every 8 E 0. 
Now let a bounded measurable f: RN x 0 -+ R be given. In order to 
prove (1.20) it is enough to handle the case whenf(& 0) = (p(k) $(0), where 
cp:W+R and $10 + R are each bounded measurable functions. In this 
case, set g = %J’?+Q, and observe that 
for r,” x Y, ‘“‘-almost every (5, q) E R”’ x HIHI. Hence, 
= s efa(~*) e,e) w 
for every s E (0, co). 1 
Less obvious than the extensions of D and & to @‘)(&; E) is the fact 
that the operators ~3, (cf. (1.15)) also admit continuous extensions to 
YC1)(&; E). To see this, we rely on the Stein-Meyer estimate (see [ll]) 
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from which one can easily derive the existence of { C, : p E ( 1, co ) ) G (0, GO )
for which 
1 
UP 
+ 3’ IIDF(s, w,)llpX2& P(dw) > SE co, a), (1.21) 
whenever A E Q* is finite dimensional and F is an element of 
BC y( [0, co) x 8; X’(E)). Hence., each 8, admits a unique extension as an 
operator from g(‘)(&; X(E)) into Y”‘(d; E) in such a way that (1.21) 
continues to hold. In particular, if we define F,, E 9”)(d; Z’(E)) for 
FE Y(‘)(d; &(E)) so that 
F,,(s, Wh) = F(s, n,,Wfl,,k e) for (s, 0) E [0, co) x 0 and h E FZ, 
then 
d,,.F,, = a,, F for A’zA; 
and therefore, by (1.20), we see not only that the limit 
dF= lim a,,F 
A / e* 
exists in Y”‘(d; X(E)) for each FEY”‘(~; Z(E)) but also that 
> 
l/P 
vfb o,)ll “E P(dw) 
1 
IlP 
+ sp IIWS, w.v)ll ?+(E)) P(dcJI) 9 sE [IO, co) (1.21a) 
for each p E ( 1, cc ). Finally, by ( 1.16), we know that 
= Jf( I s, OS), am, O,))E P(do), s E (0, m 1, (1.22) 
for allfc @“(&; E) and FE @“(d; X(E)). 
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Using induction on n E Z +, we now define the spaces @“‘(&‘; E) for 
n > 2 so that 9’“‘(d; E) consists of those f~9(‘)(-r$; E) such that 
Df ES(“P1)(d;X(E)) and df E% + “(d; E). At the same time, we define 
the norms 11. II‘,lk,, so that 
llf ll’,lk,E= [(IIf lIp,,J+Wf ll~,;&J+(Il~f II(pn,~;lE))pll’p 
for p E [ 1, co), R E (0, oo), and f E ‘#“‘(d; E). Note that the family 
{II .I1 $k,, : PE Cl, co) and R E (0, co)} can be used to turn Y’“‘(d; E) into 
a countably normed Frtchet in which 9Cy( [0, co) x 0; E) is a dense 
subspace. 
Clearly D and d map Y’“‘(d; E) continuously into Y(“P’)(d; H(E)) 
and @“- I’(&; E), respectively. In order to see how a maps Y(“)(&; E), use 
I;;, to denote the shifted function 8 H F(B + h), h E ZZ, and observe that, for 
finite dimensional n G O* and FE SC y( [0, co) x 0; X(E)), 
a,,F,h, 0) = (a,F), (s, 0) - F,h, Wn,,h) 
for (s,B)~[O,co)xOandh~H, 
and from this it is an easy matter to see first that 
= a,, 0 DF(s, e)(h) + F(s, e)(ZZ,h), (S,tI)E[O, co)xOandhEH 
and second that 
d 0 a,, F(s, e) = a, 0 dF(s, e) + a,F(s, e). 
Hence, for n E E +, 8 maps ‘@“‘(d; X(E)) continuously into 9’” ~ ‘I(&; E); 
and, for n 2 2, 
[D, a] = Zon ‘#“‘(d; X(E)) and [a, a] = 8 on @“‘(&; E). (1.23) 
Obviously, the spaces ‘@“)(d; E) are H-translation invariant. In addi- 
tion, they are closed under composition with nice mappings. To see what 
this means, let E’ be another separable Hilbert space and, for n E M, 
denote by M,(E; E’) the space of bounded, n-linear maps from E” into E’. 
(We identify M,(E; E’) with E’.) Next, for NE Z +, let CT ([0, co) x E; E’) 
to be the space of continuous 4% [0, cc ) x E -+ E’ with the property that, 
for m,nEN with m+n<N, there is a continuous mapping @p(m*n): 
[0, co) x E + M,(E, E’) and functions SE[O, ~~)HC~(S)E(O, co) and 
SE[O, ~~)Hv~(s)EJV such that 
am an Cp s,e,+ f tkek = fDcmTn)(s, eo)(el, . . . . e,) 
k=l >I rt= =C*=O 
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for e,, . . . . e, E E; and 
I/@(m7n)(fl, e)llM,(E;Er) d C,(s)(l + llell~)“N’““2 for (0, e) E [0, s] x E. 
Given @EC:([O, co)xE;E’) and !PEC~([O, co)xE’;E”), we define 
!T’*@: [0, co)xE+E” by 
Y*@(s, e) = Y(s, @(s, e)), (~,e)ECO, m)xE 
and observe that Y 9 @ E C”, ([0, co) x E; E”). In addition, if 
@EC%([O, co)xE;E’) and f~@‘)(d;E), we define @of: [0, co)x 
0 -+ E’ by 
@*fh Q=@(s,f(s, Q)), (S,fqE[O,CO)XO. 
Note that @ l f E Y"'(d; E’), 
D(~*f)(s,.)=(~'O,"*f)(s,.)(Df(s,')) (1.24) 
and 
~[~*f](s,.)=~","'*[~(","*f(s,.)](~f(s,.)) 
+w"~"~f(&Gf (Df(s,.), Df(s,.)), (1.25) 
where, for A E M,(E; E’), (A )H E M,(X(E); E’) is defined by 
(A )t,(g1,82) = T,(A 0 (g, 9 C2)) 
=C A(El(hi), t*(hi))~ 2,) 62 E c%?(E) 
relative to any ortho-normal basis {hi} in H. Finally, by combining (1.24) 
with (1.25), we can now make precise the assertion with which this 
paragraph began. Namely, for every n E Z +, 
@.f~ B'"'(d; E’) 
whenever f EY(“)(&‘; E)and @EC:([O, co)x E; E’). (1.26) 
In order to complete our introduction to this formalism, we define 
Y’“‘(&; E) and C y( [O, co) x E; E’) to be, respectively, the intersection 
over {9’“‘(d;E):n~Z+} and {C”,([0,oo)xE,E’):n~Z+}. In addi- 
tion, we turn S’(“‘(&‘; E) into a countably normed Frechet space with the 
topology induced by the family of norms 
(II4(p”,k;E:=Z+, p~(l, m),andRE(O, co)}; 
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and, having done so, it becomes clear that: D maps g(“)(&; E) con- 
tinuously into Y ‘“‘(d; S(E)); & maps +“‘(d; E) continuously into 
itself; a maps %(“‘(d; X(E)) continuously into 9(“)(&; E); and, for each 
@ E C y(E, E’), fE @“‘(.54; E) H @ l fE #“)(d; E’) is continuous. 
We now have all the ingredients of the time dependent Mallavian 
calculus. For the purposes of this article, the application of this calculus in 
which we will be interested will be to certain asymptotic developments 
(cf. Corollary 3.30 below), for which we will need the stochastic Taylor’s 
expansion which this calculus affords us. In order to describe this Taylor’s 
expansion, we must introduce a little more notation. In the first place, set 
U={0>u i.j {O,l)‘; 
/EL+ 
and, for a E U, define 
I4 ={Y if a=@ if CXE (0, l}‘, 
[al={;;=, aj i: :;;, l>‘, 
(1.27) 
(1.28) 
and 
II4 = 2 I4 - Cal. 
Also, for a = (a,, . . . . a,) E (0, l}‘, set 
(1.29) 
0 if I=1 a*=a, and a’ = 
(a 1 if 122. 
(1.30) 
1, -..> alpI 
We then define the operators a: @“‘(LX!; E) + #“)(d; X’c”l(E)) by 
induction on IaJ, acU, so that DOf=fand 
Vf= 
{ 
advf if a,=0 
DoWj- if a,=1 
for aElI\{@}. (1.31) 
Complementing the operators a’ are the multiple integral operators 
3”: JWC”W) + JW 9 aeU. 
Namely, define J0 to be the identity operator on J(E); and, for 
a E U\{ a}, define Ja inductively so that 
J”(A) = ZY’(jb A(u, ~1 da) 
if a,=0 
3”&, A(a, 0) do,) if a,=l. 
(1.32) 
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1.33. LEMMA. For each CI E U\{ @} and A E 3(AYca1(E)), 3”(A)( -, o) E 
C(CQ a); E) f or all w E 52. Zn fact, for each p E [ 1, co), there exists a 
K,, cL E (0, GO ) such that 
> 
WP 
SUP IIJ"(A)(a, ~)ll%w 
rsE [O..r] 
< Kp,,s”X”‘2 sup 
CTE [O,s] 
Finally, if A E J(%[*I(E)) is constant, then, for every y E (0, co), 
.y(A)(s, W’Y’) = y”““‘2Ja(A)(yS, co), SE [O, co), (as., P), (1.35) 
where wCy’ is defined as in the discussion of Brownian scaling at the end of 
Remark 1.2. 
Proof: The estimate (1.34) is obtained by induction on (tx( and the use 
of (1.5) each time a “do,” integral is removed. As for (1.35), one proceeds 
by induction on 1~11 and, at each stage, either applies (1.3), if the integral 
is stochastic, or the usual Euclidean scaling, if the integral is Lebesgue. m 
The following theorem presents the stochastic Taylor’s expansion alluded 
to above. Like the classical result, the proof is a simple induction procedure 
in which one applies, at each step, the fundamental theorem of calculus 
((1.12) in the present setting). 
1.36. THEOREM. Let f E9JCrn)(&‘4; E) be given. Then, for each nE Z+, 
SE [0, co), and hEH, 
fk 0, + h) = c 3”(Daf(0, h))(s, w) + R,(s, w; h), (1.37) 
llall <n- 1 
where 
UC w; h) = 1 J”Wf,,)(s, 0) 
/al <?I 
II4 .n 
and fh(s, w) -f(s, o + h), (s, CD) E [0, 00) x Sz. In particular, for each 
s E (0, m 1, 
f (s, WY) +h)= 1 ~““““3”(W-(0, h))( 1, CO) + R,(s, o+); h); (1.38) 
II.11 <n- 1 
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and there exist C,, p E (0, 03 ), for n E Z + and p E [ 1, co ), such that 
sup sup 
SEC&RI Ilhll~GR (1 
1/2P 
SUP ll&(~,wh)ll~W4 
Q CrE [O,s] > 
G C”,pSn’2 Iif I@,;R;E (1.39) 
for every R E (0, co ). 
2. SOME LARGE DEVIATION THEORY 
Throughout this section 0 will denote a Polish space and {cl, : s > 0} 
will denote a family of probability measures on (0, a@). Further, we will 
be making the assumption that (p, : s > O> is exponentially tight in the 
sense that for each L E [0, cc) there is a K, c 0 (i.e., K, is a compact 
subset of 0) with the property that 
MC.) G exp[ - L/s], SE (0, 11. (2.1) 
Finally, we assume that there is a lower semi-continuous function I: 0 + 
[0, co] which governs the large deviations of {pS: s > O> is the sense that 
- - inf Z(0) 6 lim s log[pL,(Z)] < hmo s log[pS(Z)] d - mbZ(0) 
BEr’o (2.2) s-0 
for every ZEN&. Note that (2.1) and (2.2) together show that 
{e:I(e)<L}GK,; and, therefore, not only is Z lower semi-continuous but 
also it also has compact level sets. 
The first topic of the present section will be of the transference of the 
large deviation principle for {pS : s > 0} via various types of mappings. To 
be more precise, let E denote a second Polish space and suppose that 
f: [0, co) x 0 + E is a measurable map. We will say that f is {pS :s > O}- 
regular into E if there is a sequence {fn}F c C([O, co) x 0; E) with the 
properties that 
lim sup{d,(f,(O, 0), f(O,e)) : Z(e)< L} =O 
n-m 
for each LE [0, co) (2.3) 
and 
for each 6 E (0, co). (2.4) 
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(Given a Polish space E, we will use dE to denote a generic complete metric 
on E). The basic result of this section is the following statement about 
{ pL, :s > 0 }-regular functions. 
2.5. THEOREM. If f is a {pL, : s > O}-regular function into E, v, = 
p,of(s).-‘EMS for s~(0, OO), andJ: E-+ [0, a] is definedby 
J(q) = inf(Z(0) : q = f(O,f3)>, q E E, (2.6) 
(we define the infimum over the empty set to be oo), then the level sets of J 
are compact and J governs the large deviations of { v,~ : s > O}. 
Proof. Set C, = (0 : Z(0) < L} and observe that f (0) is continuous on 
each CL. Next, suppose that q E E with J(q) < cc is given. We can then find 
an LE [0, co) and a sequence {8,}r E C, such that qn = f(O,19,) for each 
nEZ+ and Z(e,)+ J(q) as n + co. Further, because C, c 0 and f is 
continuous on CL, we may assume that 8, -+ 0 and that q = f(0, 0). Thus, 
since Z is lower semi-continuous, we conclude that there is a Q E 0 such that 
q = f(0, 0) and J(q) = Z(0). 
We now show that J has compact level sets. To this end, suppose that 
{q,,);0 s E and that J(q,) < L < co for all nEi?+. By the preceding 
paragraph, there exists a sequence {e,}? c 0 with the properties that 
qn = f(0, 0,) and J(q,) =Z(B,) for each n E Z+. In particular, {e,} ;” c C,, 
and therefore we can find a subsequence { f9,m}~=, which converges to an 
8 E C,. Hence, q,,, = f (0, 0,) + q = f (0, 0) and J(q) e l&, j o. J(qam) G L. 
Next suppose that G is an open subset of E and that p E G with J(p) < co 
is given. Choose 8, E 0 so that p =f(O, 0,) and J(p) = Z(0,). Then, since 
f,(O,&)+p as n-co, we can find a 6~(0, cc) and an nEZ+ with the 
properties that 26 < d,(p, Go), dE(fn(O, e,,), p) < 6/2, and 
- 
?‘_mo~id~,({e: dE(fn(s, e),f(s, e))a4)]< -J(P)- 1. 
It is now possible to choose r E (0, co) so that dE(fn(s, e), p) < 6 for all 
(s, 0) E [0, r] x B&B,,, r)(BE(x, r) is used to denote the ball of radius r 
around the point x in a metric space E), with which choice we have that 
4db, 4~ {e :f(s, e)E~ord~(f~(s, e),f(s, e))8}. 
Thus, by the large deviation principle for {pL, : s > 0}, we obtain 
-J(P) = -Z(e,) Q i*O s logk(B,(e,, 41 
d s~osb$v,W1 
> 
v (-J(p)- 1); 
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and clearly this proves the lower bound in the large deviation principle for 
{V .:s>O}. 
In order to prove the upper bound, let F be a closed set in E. Then, for 
every 6 E (0, cc), 
where F(“) = {q : d,(q, F) < 6 ). Thus, by the large deviation principle for 
(pS : s > 0}, we see that 
- 
hm s log[v,(F)l d (-inf(Z(8) : d&(0, e), F) <S>) v (-R(n, b)), 
S’cc 
where 
7 
-WY 6)~ hm shh((e: &(L(o, e),f(s, e)w))i s-cc 
d 
( 
- 
hm s 10gcde : &(m, eh fb, en 2 w))i s-m > 
v 
( 
- 
;;% s h3cde : um, e), f,a 0)) 2 wni > 
. 
Note that, by the exponential tightness of { pS : s > 0) and the continuity of 
each of the fn’s, 
- 
hm s logcde : wx~, e), f,(o, e)) 2 a/2})] = --co s-00 
for every n E Z+; and, therefore, R(n, 6) -+ co as n + co for each 6 E (0, co). 
Hence, all that remains is to show that 
lim l&n inf(Z(8) : dE(fn(O, e), F) 6 S} > kfFz(e). 
6-m n+m 
To this end, assume that 
and choose (6m}~~CI+l and (~,,,};=,GZ+ so that n, P co,Z(e,)< 
I + l/m, and 
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for every mEE+. Furthermore, because C, + r c 0 and I is lower semi-con- 
tinuous, we may assume that 8, --+ 8 E C,. Finally, since f(0) is continuous 
on CI+Iyf(O, QEF. I 
Let Y be yet another Polish space, and suppose that f: [0, co) x 
0 x Y + E is a measurable map. We will say that fis uniformly {pS : s > O}- 
regular on Y into E if there exists a sequence {fn} ;” G C( [0, co) x 0 x Y; E) 
with the properties that 
sup lim sup{ d,(f,(O, 8, y), f(0, 0, y)) : (0, y) E 0 x Y with Z(0) < L} = 0 
LE [O.m) n+cc 
(2.7) 
and 
sup sup lim lim s log[pu,( { 8 : dE(fn(.s, 8, y), f(s, 8, y)) 2 S})] = --co. 
6sO VCY n-cc *+m 
(2.8) 
(See Remark 2.21 below.) 
2.9. LEMMA. Let f be uniformly {pS : s > 0}-regular on the compact 
metric space Y into E. If X is a compact metric space, II/ E C(X; Y), and Y 
is a continuous mapping from E x Xx Y into the Polish space E’, then 
(s, 8, (x, Y))E CO, 00) x Q x (Xx Y)- Vfb, 6, cl/(x)), x, Y)EE' 
is uniformly {pS : s > 0 )-regular on Xx Y into E’. In addition, ij 
{y,:s>O}~Yconvergestoy,ass L Oandg: [0, co)xO+Eisdefinedby 
As, 6) =fb, 6 Y,), (s, WE co, 00)x K (2.10) 
then g is { pL, : s > 0}-regular into E. 
ProoJ: The first assertion is clear. To prove the second one, let 
g,(s, 0) = fn(s, 0, y,). Clearly g,(O, .) -+ g(0, .) uniformly on each of the 
level sets of I. In addition, 
~,({e :&MS, 61, As, @IaS}) 
d 14 (6 : d,(fn(s, 0, Y,), fnb 6 Y,)) 2 W 1) 
+~L,({e:dAf?h 6 ~o),f(s, 0, yo))aW)). 
Because {p, : s > 0} is exponentially tight, 
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foreachnEZ+; and when this is combined with (2.8) it becomes clear that 
2.11. THEOREM. Assume that Y is compact and let f be uniformly 
bL,. . s > 0}-regular on Y into E. Then for every lower semi-continuous 
@: E+ [-co, co), 
~suppof(o, 8, y)-z(e): (e, y)~o~ Y). (2.12) 
In addition, if @: E + [ - co, co) is upper semi-continuous and satisfies 
w-k 8, Y)
s 1 ) P,(dW s< a (2.13) 
for some LY E (0, 00 ), then 
~~~P{~~~(o,e,y)-z(e):(e,y)~o~ Y}. (2.14) 
Proof: For any given YE Y define .I,: E -+ [0, co] as in (2.6) with 
f(0, .)=S(O, ., y) and set v~,~=~~o~(O, ., y))‘, s>O. We then know, by 
Theorem 2.5, that .I, has compact level sets and that it governs the large 
deviations of {v~,~ : s > O}. Thus, by Lemma 2.2.7 in [4], for any @: E -+ 
[ - co, cc ) which is lower semi-continuous, 
=~~p{aq-(o, 8, y)-z(e): edq, YEY; 
and clearly this completes the proof of (2.12). 
Next, let 0: E + [ - co, cc ) be upper semi-continuous, and assume that 
(2.13) holds for some tx E (0, cc ). For each s E (0, 1 ] choose yS E Y so that 
sup J [ 
exp wh 6 Y) 
ysY e S 
] pL,(de) G 2 S, exp [ @“(: ” “‘1 pL,(de). 
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Next, select (s,, : n E h + } G (0, l] so that s, L 0, y, E y,” -+ y, in Y, and 
Finally, define g(s, 0) = f(s, 8, y,) for n E Z + and (s, 0) E (s,+ r, s,] x 
0, ds, 0) = g(s,, 0) for (s, 4 E (sl, ~0) x 0, and do, 0) = f(O, 8, yo) 
for 8~ 0. By Lemma 2.9, g is (p, : s> O)-regular; and, therefore, by 
Theorem 2.5, the function J: E + [0, CYJ] given by (2.6) with f(0) = g(0) 
has compact level sets and govkns the large deviations of {v, : s > 0} when 
v, = pL, 0 g(s)-‘, s > 0. Thus, by Lemma 2.2.8 in [4], we see that 
- < lim s log 
[J 
ewC@(q)l v,(h) G w(@(q) - J(q) : q EE) s+m E 1 
~sup{@~f(O,e,y)-z(e):(e,y)EOxZ). 1 
2.15 COROLLARY. Let everything be as in Theorem 2.11. Then, for every 
rEaE, 
-inf{Z(8): f(O,8, y)EfOforsomeyE Y} 
- 
d hm s log sup ps( { 0 : f(s, 8, y) E r}) s-m [ 1’E Y I 
< lim slog sup&((e:f(s,e, y)Er}) s-m r .-YE y 1 
< -inf{Z(e) : f(O,8, y)E rfor some yE Y}. (2.16) 
In addition, if 0~ C(E, R) and (2.13) holds for,some UE (0, co), then the 
function p: Y + R given by 
p(Y)rsuP{~~f(O,e,Y)-z(~):eEO}, YE K (2.17) 
is continuous and 
lim slog[;u;jeexp[@of(z” “1 p,ids)]=;typ(y). (2.18) 
S-10 
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Proof The left and right hand sides of (2.16) follow immediately from 
(2.12) and (2.14), respectively, when one takes the @ there to be 
@(4) = 1 
0 if qET 
---co if q$r 
and one assumes, for the first inequality, that Z is open and, for the last one, 
that it is closed. Also (2.18) is nothing but the conjuncton of (2.12) and 
(2.13). Thus, all that remains to show is that the p in (2.17) is continuous. 
To this end, first note that p is obviously lower semi-continuous. Next, let 
A denote the left hand side of (2.13) and observe that, for each y E Y and 
ilEFt, 
Thus, after applying the first inequality in (2.16), we see that 
@~f(O, 0, Y) - z(e) G 
log A - aZ( e) 
l+a ’ 
(e, y) E 0 x Y. (2.19) 
In particular, this means that there is an L E (0, co) such that 
P(Y) = sup{@d-K4 4 Y) -Z(O) : z(e) d L}, ye Y. (2.20) 
Now suppose that y, -+ z in Y and, using (2.20), choose for each n E Z + 
and 8, SO that Z(8,) G L and 
P(Y,) = w-(0, en, Y,) - z(k). 
We can then choose a subsequence {y,,,};=, and a 0E 0 so that 
lim, + m p( y,,) = lim, _ oD p( y,) and 8,m + 8 in 0; and therefore 
P(Y~~-(o, 6.4-w) 
- 
2.21. Remark. It is interesting to note that, although the second part of 
our definition of uniform regularity only requires that (2.8) hold for each 
y E Y, we get as a consequence of Corollary 2.15 that 
lim lim.~log ~~p~,((e:d,(f,(s,e,y),f(s,e,y))~6}) = 40. (2.22) 
n-m s-to YE y 1 
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To see this, simply apply (2.16) to the uniformly {P,~ : s>O}-regular 
function d,&, f) and thereby conclude that 
iii-ii slog SuP~L,({~:dE(fn(S,8,Y)rf(S,e,y))Z6)) 
S'S [ ."" Y 1 
d -inf(Z(8) : dE(fn(O, 0, v), f(O,8, v)) > 6 for some y E YJ 
for each n E Z +. Thus, since the right hand side of the preceding tends to 
cc as n -+ co, we get (2.22) upon taking the limit. 
For reasons which will not become clear until the next section, we will 
need the following very technical corollary to Theorem 2.11. 
2.23. COROLLARY. Let Z= Xx Y where X is a compact d-dimensional 
mantfold and Y is a compact metric space. Also, let E be a separable real 
Hilbert space and set I?,,, = C”(X; E). Suppose that f: [0, co) x 0 x Z + E is 
a uniformly (uS : s > 0 )-regular on Z into E and assume not only that 
x E X~f(s, 0, (x, y)) E E is continuous for each (s, 8, y) E [0, co) x 0 x Y 
but also that 
II~(S, 4 (4 ~))-f(s, 0, w, Y))II~. 
d,(x, W 
(2.24) 
for some CI E (0, 11. Zf f: [0, 00) x 0 x Y + 8, is defined by 
"h, 6 Y)(x)=fb, 0, (4 Y)), x E x, (2.25) 
then p is untformly {u, : s > 0}-regular on Y into go,. 
In particular, suppose that m E N, p(s, 8, y) E &+ 1 for every (s, 0, y) E 
[0, co)x@x Yand 
sup sup s>. yE .I, II& 0, v)llgm+, du,(d@ < co. 
Further, assume that each point in X is contained in a coordinate chart 
(U, cp) such that 
is untformly {pus : s > 0}-regular for each i E N” with li( d m + 1 and each 
KC U. Then p is uniformly { p3 : s > 0}-regular on Y as a mapping into I?,,,. 
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Proox We will assume throughout that d,(x, x’) < 1 for all x, x’ E X. 
Note that, because X is a d-dimensional, compact manifold, we can find 
a C E (0, co) with the property that for each n E Z + there are finite subsets 
{x,,,}~=r~Xand {~I.,~}~N,~EC(X; [0, co)) such that, for each nEZ+, 
N, 6 Cd forall neZ+, 
Ih,kb-1 - vD,,kW)I 4 nC d,(x, x’) forall l<k<N,,andx,x’~X, 
3 l<kkN,,,and : (P,,k=f. 
k=l 
Now define?“: [0, ao)x@x Y-+8, by 
and observe that each fn is uniformly (pL, : s > 0}-regular on Y into Z&,. 
Also, it is clear that 
lim sup{((~~(O,8,y)-~(O,8,y)((~~:y~Yand8~OwithZ(8)~L}=O 
n-too 
for each L E [0, co ). Thus, the first assertion reduces to showing that 
lim lim sup s log IIf&, 0, .Y) -fk 4 vv)ll~c, PAW = --GO. (2.26) n--tm s-+03 yey 1 
To prove (2.26), define, for each n E h +, 
b, 0, (x, Y)) E co, ~0) xQ x zp g,(s, 8, (x, .a 
=Lcs, 8, Y)(X) d-b, 8, (x, Y)) E E 
and 
be, Y) E co, 03) x Q x YH ink 8, Y) = g,(s, 8, ( .) ~1) E 8,. 
Clearly, g, is uniformly (pS : S> 0}-regular on Y into E for each n E E+. 
Moreover, by (2.22), 
lim lim slog SUP pL,((e: jlg,(f, 8, (x, ~~))lj,2S}) = --co 1 (2.27) n-rm s-am (X.Y)EZ 
for each 6 E (0, 00). 
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Given y E (0, 1 ] and tj: X -+ E, define 
Ill cp III y = sup 
Ilcp(x)-cpb’)llE 
d,(x, XT’ 
:x,x’EXwithx#x’ 
We now show that there is a KE (0, co) such that, for any II/ E C(X; E), 
sup Ill +n Ill a/(d+2)awm~ 
tie.??+ 
(2.28) 
where $, E C(X; E) is given by 
IC/n- 2 $tx,,k) (Pn,k. 
k=l 
To this end, note that, for any g E X, 
IIti,dX) - $,b’)I,E= 11 ?
k=l 
($(x,,) - $(t))((Pn,k(X) - %&‘))!I 
E 
Q ~~~$~~~. f$ dX(%,,k, 8” bPn,k(X)-(Pn,k(X’)I 
k=l 
In particular, 
< c2nd+’ lll$lll. d,(x, 0. \ 
lItin - ti”W)IIEG c2 111~111. d.&, X’Y(d+2) if dX(x, ~‘)<n-(~+*). 
On the other hand, by taking 5 =x and noting that (P~,~(x) = (P~,~(x’) = 0 
unless dx(xn,,, x) < 2/n + d,(x, x’), we find that 
and therefore that 
lIti,(x) - tin(x’)II E 
<2 lll~lll.(3d,(x, X’)1’(d+2))a if dX(x, x’) 2 Kcd+‘). 
Thus, it is now clear how to choose KE (0, co) so that (2.28) holds. 
Set p = cr/(d+ 2), After applying (2.28) to g,,(s, 8, y) and using (2.24), we 
see that 
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In particular, for any m, n E Z + and (s, y) E (0, cc ) x Y, 
+ 2PL, (1 e : iiikh 0, ~4~2~ I> 
Hence, if L E (0, co) and we take m(s) = [e”/P], then 
- 
lim hm ~~p~log[Tc1,((~:ll~~,(~,~,~)-~~,~,y)ll~~~6})1~ 4. n+m s-m ycy 
follows from (2.27); and clearly this proves (2.26). 
We now turn to the second assertion. Since, after making a partition of 
unity, everything can be reduced to the situation in which X has been 
replaced by B-B&O, l),f((s,@, Y)EC~+~(B’;E) for each (s,0, y)~ 
[0, co)x@x Y, and 
we will work in this setting. For each /iI cm, choose a sequence 
{g~‘}n”_,GC([O, 00)xQx KE) so that 
lim sup{ IIgj,u(O, 0, y) - ay(O, 8, y)(O)11 E : (6, y) E 8 x Y with Z(Q) < L} = 0 n-m 
for every L E (0, cc ) and 
>$yrn ~~o~logCsup ~,({e : IId% 0, y)-Ub, 6 ~)(O)ll,2~))1= --co 
YE Y 
for every y E Y and 6 > 0. Next, using the first part of this corollary, choose 
for each ieNd with lil=m a sequence {&r’},“=,~C([O, cc)x@x Y; 
C,(B; E)) so that 
lim sup(II~~‘(O, 0 y)-$fQA 0, y)II ,-b~B;E~:(&y)~@xYwithZ(0)<L}=O ne+ao 
for every L E (0, cc ) and 
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for every y E Y and 6 > 0. Finally, define 
L,(s, 0, Y)(X) = 1 f g!‘(s, 6 Y) 
lil<m ' 
+ &! ,Jm xi (7) sd 
(1 - t)” ~ ’ g:)(,, 8, y)( tx) dr. 
It is then an easy matter to check that the sequence {fn} approximates j 
in the required sense. 1 
The following variation on Corollary 2.15 is a preliminary step toward 
obtaining true asymptotic results (i.e., limits without the intervention of a 
logarithm). 
2.29. THEOREM. Let Y be a compact metric space and let f: [0, co) x 
0 x Y + R be a uniformly {uJ : s > O}-regular function which satisfies 
sup sup 
0 [ 
exp (1 +u)~(~’ ” ‘) uJd0) ‘< co 1 > (2.30) o<s<lysY @ S 
and 
f(O, 0, Y) <----- loam) , (0, Y) E 0 x Y, (2.31) 
for some o! E (0, co). Next, let (52, y, P) be a probability space and let 
(s, o) E [0, CO ) x Sz H w, E 0 be a measurable map with the property that, 
for each s E [0, co ), o E Sz I-+ o, E 0 has distribution ,uJ under P. Finally, let 
Q: [0, 00) x S2 x Y + R be a measurable function with the property that 
set 
sup sup 
s [ 
exp (1 + a) ‘(” @ ‘) 
O<s<l ycY Q S 1 P(do) < co, (2.32) 
A@, 04 Y) =f( 
8, m,, Y) - Q(s, w, Y) 
, 
S 
and assume that, for each p E [ 1, co), there exists a map (s, y) E [0, GO) x 
Y H T,,(s, y) E 9 and a C, E (0, w ) such that 
7 
lim s log[sup P(T,(s, Y)~)] < 0, 
S\O YE y 
(2.33) 
sup sup I expb 14, a, YNI W4 < w, (2.34) 0 < s < I y E Y rpP(s, Y)
580,99&3 
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and 
> I/P Id(s, w ~11’ dd@ 6 cps”, SE@, 11, (2.35) 
for some /?E(O, a). Then, for each qE[l, l+a) and nEZ+, there is a 
K(n, q) E (0, 00 ) for which 
[ ‘(” “’ “]r P(dw))“’ < K(n, q) snS (2.36) 
for all s E (0, 11. 
ProoJ We begin by showing that, for every p E [ 1, co) and 
qE[l,l+m), there is an A(p,q)E[O,co) and v(p,q)E(O,oO) with the 
property that 
P(da) G NP, 4) ewC -v(P, qbl, 
SE (0, 1-j. (2.37) 
To this end, set r = (1 + c( + q)/2 E (q, 1+ tx), and, using (2.30), (2.31), and 
(2.14), conclude that 
~flog[;uy j,ev[rf(S’~s’ ‘)] P(dw)]<o. 
Next, choose 5 E (0, 1) so that q = tr + (1 - <), and use Holder’s inequality 
together with (2.33) and the above to see that 
+ (1 - 5) F. s log[sup P(T,(s, y)‘)l < 0; 
YE y 
and clearly this proves (2.37). 
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Since, by (2.32), one knows that 
lim sup s log 
[I [ 
exp (1 + a) ‘(” WY ‘) P(dw) 6 0, 
s\o ytY R s 1 1 
one can use Holder’s inequality combined with (2.33) and (2.35) to show 
that, for eachpE [l, 00) qE [l, 1 +a), and mEZ+, 
s rp(.~,y)’ lA( s, co, y),” exp [“(‘iU’ ‘)I P(d0) 
V(P, 49 m) 
d4p,q,m)exp - s 
[ 1 , sE(o, 11, 
for some choice of A(p, q, m) E [0, co) and v(p, q, m) E (0, co). Thus, after 
combining this with (2.37), we see that it suffices for us to prove that, for 
somepE[l,m)andK(n,q)E(O,co), 
for all s E (0, 11. But 
Q lA( s, w, r)l” 
n! 
‘(” WY ‘)+ (A($, co, y)I , 
s 1 
and so (2.38) follows, with p = 2q( 1 + c()/( 1 + c1- q), from (2.32), (2.34), 
and (2.35). 1 
3. SMALL TIME LARGE DEVIATIONS OF 
ABSTRACT WIENER PROCESSES 
We devote this section to seeing what the results develop in Section 2 
have to say in the context of abstract Wiener processes. Thus, 0 is, from 
now on, a separable Banach space, (0, H, CL) is an abstract Wiener space, 
the measures {Pi : s > 0} are defined accordingly, and (Q, J’?, P) is the 
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associated abstract Wiener process (cf. the beginning of Section 1). Note 
that, by Fernique’s theorem, 
for every a E (0, co); and therefore, as a part of the general Cramer theory 
(cf. Section III.3 in [4]), we know that the family {ps : s > O> is exponen- 
tially tight. Furthermore (cf. Section III.4 of [4]), the general Cramer 
theory tells us that the lower semi-continuous function 1,: 0 -+ [0, co] 
given by 
II%3 
z,(e) = 
2 
i- 
if BEH 
al otherwise 
governs the large deviations of {CL, : s > O}. 
We will say that the function f: (0, co) x 0 x 2 + E is P-regular 
uniformly on Y into E if it is measurable and there exists a sequence 
{f,} ;” E C( [0, co) x 0 x E E) with the property that 
1 
lim lim slog[sup P({ 
n-r02 s\o OJ: dE(fn(S,W,, Y),f(S, w,, Y)Pql= -a, YE y 
(3.1) 
for every 6 E (0, co). Note that (3.1) is precisely (2.22), which is a 
strengthened form of (2.4) in the definition of’ a function which is 
(& : s > O}-regular uniformly on Y into E. As we will see in the following 
theorem, (2.3) of that definition is implicitly contained in (3.1). 
3.2 THEOREM. Let f: (0, co) x 0 x Y + E be P-regular uniformly on Y 
into E. Then, for any bounded map y E YH h(y) E H which is weakly 
continuous, the function 
is P-regular uniformly on Y into E. 
Next, choose (f,} ;* E C( [0, co) x 8 x r; E) so that (3.1) holds. Then 
lim sup sup sup d.dfn(O, h, Y), fm(O, h> Y)) 
m-rm n2m YPK IlhlIH~R 
= 0, KE YandRE(O, co). (3.3) 
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Moreouer, if f: [O, co) x 0 x Y + E is any measurable extension of f 
satisfying f(O, h, y) = lim, _ m f,(O, h, y) for all (h, y) E Hx Y, then f is 
{ps : s > O}-regular uniformly on Y into E. Finally, set Z= Xx Y, where X 
is a compact d-dimensional manifold and Y is a compact metric space, and 
let f be P-regular on uniformly Z into the separable Hilbert space E. Set 
f(s, 8, y)(x) = f(s, 0, (x, y)), and assume that As, 8, y) E Cm+‘(X; E) for 
every (s,8, y)~(0, oo)x@x YandsomemEN. Zf 
and each point of X is contained in a coordinate chart (U, cp) such that 
(s,R (x, Y))E co, crox@x(Kx w-+eh,~, Y)(X) 
is P-regular uniformly on K x Y for every KC U and i E Nd with [iI < m + 1, 
@n f is P-regular uniformly on Y into Cm(X; E), and 8f(O, h, y)(x) = 
a’f(O, h, y)(x) for all (h, y)~ H x Y and /iI <m. 
Proof The key to all these assertions lies in the observation that, by 
(1.13 ) and Schwarz’ inequality, 
lois CP(b : ddfn( s, 0, + h, y), j-b, 0, + h, y)) a S} )I 
~ Ilhll:, 
-+&x0’+ :dE(f,z(~,~,, y),f(s,os, yH26))1, s 
and therefore that 
lim G s log[sup sup 
n-cc s\o 
P( (w : dE(fn(s, o, + h, y), 
YE y Il~llH9~ 
f(w,+h,y)P6))1= --oo 
for every 6 E (0, co) and R E (0, 00). 
heH, 
(3.4) 
Given (3.4), it is clear how to prove the first assertion. To prove (3.3), 
note that, by continuity, for each n E Z +, R E (0, co), and Kc Y, 
lim sup sup P((o : d&J 
SbO yeK IlhllHbR 
s,o,+h, Yhfn(‘kh, Y))>W=O, 
for each 6 E (0, co). Hence, after combining this with (3.4), we obtain 
lim 
- 
lit-n sup sup 
n-m A-LO ysK IlhlJ”<R 
P( (w : dE( f,(s, h, y), f (s, CO, + h, y)) 2 6) ) = 0 
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for every 6 E (0, co), R E (0, co), and KC Y. In particular, for given 
6~(0, co), RE(O, oo), and KC Y, we can choose mEZ+ and {s~}~=~c 
(0, co) so that 
sup sup sup P( 10 : dE(.Az(S, h, Y), f(& w, + h, y)) b S}) d $9 
.veK ll~ll~~ R se(O,snl 
for n > m. Thus, for n > m, z E K, and llhll H =G R, there exists an s E (0, co) 
and an w E Q such that 
from which it is clear that 
and therefore that (3.3) holds. Finally, once one has (3.3), the assertion 
about f is obvious and the final statement becomes an immediate conse- 
quence of Corollary 2.23. 1 
3.5. Remark. Note that, as a consequence of Theorem 3.2, we know 
that every function f which is P-regular uniformly on Y into E admits an 
extension to [IO, co) x 0 x Y in such a way that its extension is (pX : s > O}- 
regular uniformly on Y into E. In addition, this extension is uniquely deter- 
mined on (0) x H x Y; and, from the standpoint of large deviation theory, 
it is irrelevant how it is defined on (0) x (O\H) x Y. Thus, there is no harm 
in our thinking of such functions as if they were {pS : s > 0}-regular 
uniformly on Y into E and our using f (instead of j’) to denote the 
corresponding extension to [0, co) x 0 x Y. With these remarks in mind, 
we will adopt this convention without further comment. 
Let E be a separable Hilbert space. We will say that the map 
f: (0, co) x 0 x Y + E is completely P-regular uniformly on Y into E if 
y E Y ~f( ., *, y) is a continuous mapping into 59(m)(&; E) and, for each 
a E U, Daf: (0, co) x 0 x Y + Xc”‘(E) is P-regular uniformly on Y into 
S@‘(E). 
3.6. THEOREM. Let g: [0, 00) x 0 x Y + E be completely P-regular on the 
compact metric space Y into E. Then there is a measurable g*: [0, co) x 
52 x Y + E with the properties that (s, w) E [0, 00) x CI H g*(s, co, y) E E 
is {gS+ : s > 0 }-progressively measurable for each y E Y, s E [0, co ) H 
g*(s, CD, y) is continuous for every (0, y) EQ x Y, and, for each (s, y) E 
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[0, co) x Y, g*(s, 0, y) = g(s, o,, y) for P-almost every 0 E IR. Moreover, 
for every 6 > 0, 
lim s log[sup P( (0 : SUP Il~*~~,~,Y~-~~~,~,Y~II~~~}~l~~. (3.7) 
SLO YE y DE (O,sl 
Next, suppose that X is a compact d-dimensional mantfold and that 
@ E C(Xx Y; H) has the property that y E YI-, @( ., y) E C “(X; H) is con- 
tinuous. Then there is a measurable function g: [0, co ) x 0 x Y + C “(X; E) 
with the properties that 
as, 0, Y)(X) L g(s, 0 + @(x, Yh Y) foreach (x, y)~Xx Y 
and that each derivative of g is untformly {ps : s > 0}-regular on Y into 
C( X; E). In particular, f m E Z + and Wcm)(X; E) denotes the Sobolev space 
of E-valued functions having m derivatives in L2(X; E), then g is completely 
P-regular uniformly on Y into W(“)(X; E). 
Proof. By It6’s formula and (1.5), we see that, for each p E [ 1, cc ) and 
SE (0, co), there is a C(p, S)E (0, W) such that 
Y) - g(s, w,, v)ll? P(do) < C(p, S) 1s’ - sl p, 
Ods<s’6S. 
Hence, the existence of g* is a standard application of Kolmogorov’s 
continuity criterion (cf. Corollary 2.1.4 in [lo]). In fact, that criterion leads 
to the estimate 
ME sup 1 C(w, y) P(dw) < 00 
ycY Q 
where 
In order to prove (3.7), note that, because (s, 19, y) E [0, co) x 0 x YH 
g(s, 0, y) - g(0, 0, y) E E is {& : s > 0}-regular uniformly on Y into E, 
- 
lim s log[sup P( { 
S\O 
OJ: IIdsT~s, Y)-mo, Y)IIE~~})l 
ye Y 
< -inf llhll i, - : SUP II do, h, Y) - g(O, 0, YNI E a 6 2 < 0. YE Y 
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Thus, we will be done if we show that 
- 
lim s log[sup P( (0 : 
S\O 
sup Il~*~~~~~Y~-~~~,~,Y~ll.~6)~1 
YE Y 0s (O,sl 
<ff’lmoolog[ sup P(( w: IIg*~~,~,Y~-g~~,~,Y~ll.z~/~}~l. 
OE[OS] 
YEk 
(3.8) 
But, since, for every y E (0, co), 
sup II g*to, 03 VI - g&4 0, Y)II E 
dECO.31 
<ma{ Ilg*(ky, 0, Y)- g(O, 0, y)ll.: OGk< C~ivl} + C(w Y) Y~‘~, 
we see that 
P({w: sup llg*(~,w, Y)-gao, Y)ll&~)) 
(TE (O,sl 
<$ “y& PC{o: IIg*( 
2My 1’4 
0-z ,* 
~,w,Y)-g(0,O,L.)IlE~6/2})+~ 
for all (s, y) E [0, 1 ] x Y, 6 E (0, co ), and y E (0, cc ). In particular, if 
i=;~oslogl sup P({o:Ilg(o,o,,y)-g(O,O,y)ll,k~/2})1 
CE [O s] 
YEk 
and we take yS = e”‘, then we arrive at (3.8) after letting s L 0. 
Turning to the second part of the theorem, note that it is enough to deal 
with the ‘case when y E Y H @( ., y) E C,“(@; E) and @( ., y) is supported 
in B&O, 1) for every YE Y. Now let ~ECF(B+(O, 1); [0, co)) have total 
integral 1, set q,(t) = ~-$(5/s), t E R’, for E > 0, and define 
gk*‘h 4 (L Y)) = i, VA< - t-‘)P%)(~, 0 + @CC, Y), Y) &’ 
for a E U and E > 0. It is then an easy matter to check that, for each j E fV’, 
there exist functions 
such that 
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In particular, after passing to the limit as E L 0, we find that, for each 
cr~ll, PE [l, co), and RE(O, co), there is a C(a, p, R)E(O, co) for which 
sup J Il(Tn)(s, e + @(5’, y), Y) - (%h, e+ @(4, Y), Y)II 5&l(E) P.Ae) se[O,R] @ 
YE y 
dC(a, P, R) It’-<I’, 5, (’ E Rd. 
Thus, again by Kolmogorov’s continuity criterion, we can find a 
measurable 
g(b): [O, co) x 0 x (P x Y) --) 2e”‘(E) 
with the properties that 
&%b 6, (6 Y)) 5 Pg)(s, 0 + @(k y), Y) forevery (&~)6lVx Y 
and 5 E @H gca)(s, 8, (5, y), y) E E is continuous for every (s, 8, y) E 
[0, co) x 0 x Y. In addition, after letting E L 0 in (3.9), we find not only 
that gca)(s, 8, (., y), y) may be chosen to be differentiable for every 
(s, 0, y) E [O, co) x 0 x Y but also that, for each (5, y) E Rdx Y, 
where I @ CI stands for 
(1, . ..> l)@crEU. 
/times 
Fom here, the desired result follows quite easily as an application of the 
final part of Theorem 3.2. 1 
The remainder of this section will be devoted to proving the following 
asymptotic result. 
3.10. THEOREM. Let f: (0, co) x 0 x Y + K! be P-regular uniformly on the 
compact metric space Y into Iw; and, assume that 
sup sup 
(j [ 
exp (1 + ~l)~(” ” ‘) 
1 > 
pL,(dO) ’ < co for some tl > 0. 
sc(O,l] YE Y @ S 
Then 
(3.11) 
40 
where 
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is a continuous function of y E Y. Next, assume that f is completely P-regular 
on Y into [w and that, for each y E Y, there is precisely one h(y) E Hfor which 
p(y)=f(O, h(y), y)-y 
In addition, assume that 
A(y) - D*f(O, h(y), Y) < Idrt, YE Y. 
Finally, for (s, w, y ) E (0, 03 ) x L2 x Y, de$ne 
Q(s,m,y)=r~f(O,h(y),y)+6(J:~(y)do,)d~~, (3.12) 
and 
A(s, w, y) =f( s,~,, ~)--r(o,, Y)-PP(~)-Q(A~, Y) 2 
S 
(3.13) 
where 
IlKv)ll= 
r(4 Y) = -J@(y))(~) - + 
= s l%Cbl,&~ edI (S,O)E(O, m)xQ, 
(Rh(s, .), h E H, being the Radon-Nikodym derivative described in (1.13)). 
Then there is a q E (1, 1 + a) satisfying 
sup sup 
5 MS, as, y)l" exp YEY SS(O,l] R 
[qQ(s~m’ I‘)]P(dw)<m, rnEN, 
(3.14) 
and a sequence {K, } ;” G [0, 03 ) such that, for every g: [0, l] x 0 x Y -+ R 
with the property that 8 E 8 H g(s, 0 + h( y), y) E Lr(uS) for some r > q’ and 
every (A y) E (0, 11 x K 
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(1 > 
114’ 
< K,,s”/= Ids, Q + h(Y)> Y)lY’ PAW R 
forall nEZ+and(s,y)E(O,l]xY. (3.15) 
In particular, if, in addition, 
1 114 
sup s’/z s, w, + NY), Y) - do, h(y), 14” P(dw) < ~0 
SE(O,ll 
then there is a C E (0, 00) for which 
SUP I j g(s e y) expfb’ 0, Y) -P(Y) 9 > ysY @ s 1 dde) 
expC~f(O, W, ~41 
- g(07 h(y)‘y) [det2(Id,- /j(y))]‘/= 
G csl,2 
’ SE (0, 11, (3.16) 
where 
det,(B) = det(Be(‘dH-B’) 
for symmetric BE Hom(H; H) with Id, - BE H.S.(H; H). 
Since the initial statement says nothing that is not contained in 
Corollary 2.15, we will turn immediately to the second part of 
Theorem 3.10. The basic idea behind the proof is to show that the assertion 
here can be reduced to one which is covered by Theorem 2.29; and for that 
reason we introduce the function 
.k 6 Y)=~(.c e+h(y), y)-P(Y)++, ~1, (s, 8, y) E (0, 00 ) x 0 x Y. 
Note that, by (1.13), 
s e 
(s, Y) E (0, 11 x K 
(3.17) 
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for every measurable g: (0, cc ) x 0 x Y + [0, co). Thus, computations of 
the sort in (3.15) and (3.16) can be carried using f instead off: In addition, 
because 
it follows from (3.11) that 
sup sup 
(s [ 
exp (1 +M)~(” wS’ ‘) P(dw) ’ 
SE(O,l] JJPY Q s 1 > <Co f r some CI > 0. (3.18) 
Before proceeding with the further analysis of j: we will need the facts 
contained in the following lemma. 
3.19. LEMMA. The mapping y E Y H h(y) E H is continuous and there is a 
y E (0, co) with the property that 
j-(0, h, y)-p(z)-!$k -Y Ilh-h(y)ll2,, (z, h)EZx H. (3.20) 
Proof Let cp(h, y) denote the left hand side of (3.20). 
By Corollary 2.15, we know that p is continuous. In addition, by (2.16) 
and (3.11), we see that 
sup llhll’, f(O,h, y)-2:(h, y)EHxY 
From this it is clear first that 
R - SUP IlW)II H < 00 
YE y 
(3.21) 
and then that there exist a y1 E (0, co) and an R, E (0, co) such that 
dk Y)< --Al lb-h(yNl2, for YE Yand Ilh-h(y)(l,BR,. (3.22) 
Also because h H cp(h, y) achieves its maximum value at h(y) 
0 =&WY), Y) = W-(0, h(y), Y) - h(y); (3.23) 
and, by assumption, 
D2dh(y), Y) = 4~) -Id, < 0, YE Y. (3.24) 
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Thus, because B,(O, R) c 0 (cf. (3.21)) Taylor’s theorem tells us that there 
exist a y0 E (0, co) and an R, E (0, R,] such that 
cp(h, Y) 6 -Yo IV - h(Y)lG for YE Yand I(h-h(y)ll,<Ro. (3.25) 
We now prove that y E Y H h(y) E H is continuous. To this end, suppose 
that yn + y in Y. In showing that h(y,,) + h(y) in H, we may and will 
assume that there is an h E H such that h(y,) + h in 0; and, by (3.23), this 
means that h(yn) -+ h in H. Thus, we need only check that h = h(y). But, 
because I, is lower semi-continuous on 0 and p is continuous on Y, 
f(0, h, y)-y 2 E n-cc 
[ Ilh(y,)IIt, f&4 h(y,A Y,)- 2 
I 
=!imy P(Y,)=P(Y); 
and therefore, by uniqueness, h = h(y). 
We turn finally to the proof of (3.20). Because of (3.22) and (3.25), all 
that we have to check is that 
sup{cp(h, y): yEZand Ro< Ilh-h(y)ll,GR,)<O. 
To this end, suppose that {(h,, y,)} ;” c H x Z, with R, d llh, - h(y,)ll H < 
R,,?lEh+, has the property that cp(h,, y,) 7 0 as n + co. Without loss in 
generality, we will assume that there exist y E Y and h E H such that y, + y 
in Y and that h, -+ h weakly in Hand therefore in 0. Note that, on the one 
hand, {h,} ;” cannot tend to h(y) in H. On the other hand, since 
uniqueness implies h = h(y); and therefore 
= 2CfF4 h(y)> Y) - dz)l = Ilh(y)ll;. 
But, because h, + h(y) weakly in H, this leads to the contradiction 
h, + h(y) in H. 1 
Because y E Ycr h( y) E H is continuous, it is clear that f is completely 
P-regular uniformly on Y and that f(O) is given on H x Y by 
f@, h, Y) =f(O, h, y) - (h, h(v))H - y - p(z). 
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In particular, 
and 
3co,o, Y) = 0, D364 0, Y) = 0, ~23(o, 0, Y) = A(Y), 
for y E Y; (3.26) 
d3a 0, Y) = df(O, h(y), Y) 
and, by (3.20), 
3(o,o,y)<(l-2y)~, (h, y)eHx Y. (3.27) 
With these preliminaries, we already see that 3 satisfies the conditions 
(2.30) and (2.31) of Theorem 2.29. We next carry out a computation which 
will allow us to check both that the Q in (3.12) satisfies (2.32) and that 
(3.16) follows immediately from (3.15). 
3.28. LEMMA. For every symmetric A E H.S.(H, H) satisfying A <Id, 
and every s E (0, co ) 
j*exp[y] P(do) = [det,(Id, - A)] -‘j2, 
where 
Q(s,m,= j;(j;Adq)dq, (s,o)E(~, co)xsz. 
In particular, when (s, w, y) E (0, l] x 52 x YH Q(s, o, y) E R is given by 
(3.12), 
j [ 
exp ‘(” WY ‘) P(d0) 
R S 1 
=e ~~(“*oVy’[det2(Id,- A(y))] -lj2, (s, Y) E (0, ~0 ) x Y, (3.29) 
and (2.32) holds for some c( E (0, 00). 
Proof. Let A be given and choose an orthonormal basis {h,} in H so 
that Ah, = i,h,, where {A,} G ( - co, 1) is chosen so that II,,/ is decreasing. 
Then 
Qh 0) = c 2, j; P,,(O) d/%,(~) = 1 C W:(s) -s), 
n n 
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where the BE’s are mutually independent P-Brownian motions and we have 
used Ito’s formula to get the last equality. Since, for any n, 
(1 -AZ) 5’ 2s 
I 
&=(I-~,)-‘/*e-“n/*, 
we have now proved the first assertion. 
Clearly (3.29) is an immediate consequence of the preceding; and, 
because y E Y + A(y) is continuous, the final assertion follows easily. 1 
Proof of Theorem 3.10. At this point there are two more facts which we 
must check before we can apply Theorem 2.29 to f and the Q in (3.12). 
Namely, we must produce the sets T&s, y) and we must show that (2.35) 
holds when d is given by (3.13) and j3 = l/2. 
To produce the sets T,(s, y), we use Itb’s formula together with (3.26) to 
see that 
+ j; (j; [D2f(a’, cog., y) - D2f(O, 0, y)] do,.) dw, 
dDf( a’, co,, y ) da’ do,, . 
Next, observe (cf. Theorem 3.6) that the quantities on the right hand side 
can be replaced by 
and 
K(s, 0, Y) = 1: (1: (dQD)* Aa’, w, y) dd) do,, 
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respectively; and define T(s, y; 6) to be the set of w E 52 such that 
II(df)* (0, 07 Y) - ~f(O, 03 Y)II R 
v II (o*f)* (a, w Y) - 02f(0, 0, y)II X2(R) 
v II(dw-)* (0, 0, y) - amo, 0, y)ll X(R) G 6 
for all CE [0, s]. By (3.11), we know that 
iii% s log[sup P(f(S, y; S)C)] < 0 for all 6 E (0, co). 
S\O YE Y 
What we have to show now is that, for each p E [ 1, co ), there is a choice 
of 6,~ (0, co) such that (2.33) and (2.34) hold when T,(s, y)=I’(s, y; 6,). 
To this end, observe that, for any p E [ 1, co) and 6 E (0, oo), 
Next, using (1.7), note that 
where A4 = supY E Y II&Df(O, 0, y)ilH < co. Finally, if we take 6, = 1/12p, 
then, by (1.9), 
and so, after an application of Holder’s inequality, we see that (2.34) is 
satisfied when f,(s, y) = T(s, y; 6,). 
We next want to show that (2.35) holds with /? = l/2. But clearly 
G 5 SUP I(df)* (~3 w, y) - df(O, 0, ~11” P(dm); 62 OE(O,S] 
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and, by (1.5) applied twice, 
Thus, after using It& formula and another application of (1.5), we see that 
each of these can be dominated by a constant times sp for s E (0, 11. 
Finally, by (1.5) 
K(s, 0, Y) 2p 
s 
P(do) < Kpsp 
and clearly this completes the proof that (2.35) holds with B= l/2. 
We have now shown that Theorem 2.29 applies tof and the Q given by 
(3.12). In particular, there is a q E (1, cc ) for which 
(3.14) holds, and 
< K,s”j2, SE(0, 11. 
Clearly (3.15) follows immediately from this and (3.17), and obviously 
(3.16) is an immediate consequence of (3.15) when one makes the 
additional assumption about g. 1 
In conjunction with Theorem 1.36, Theorem 3.10 leads to the following 
statement. 
3.30. COROLLARY. Let f and g on [0, co) x 0 x Y -+ R be completely 
P-regular uniformly on the compact metric space Y into R, assume that f 
satisfies the conditions in the second part of Theorem 3.10, and define the 
corresponding functions p and Q accordingly. Then, there exist continuous 
functions c, : Y + R, n E &“, such that, for each n E Z +, 
g(s, 4 Y) exp 
Y)-P(Y) 1 
n-1 
S 
,u,(d@- c c,(y) s”“~ d K,,s”‘* 
m=O 
(3.31) 
580/99/l -4 
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for some &E CO, co) and all (s, ~)E(O, l] x Y. In fact, if, for m, IEZ+, 
W(m, I) = 
{ 
B = (PI, . . . . j?‘) E U’ : min ll/?“II > 3 and i lj/lkll =m + 21 , 
l<k<l 
k=l 
and, for Q E U and f! E U’, 
and 
then 
c,(y) = i‘, Pm(o, y) eQ(l,m-Y) P(dw), 
where 
(Refer to the end of Section 1 for the notation here.) 
Proof. Set 
=%,O(S> 0, Y) 
and 
for 1 < I< n - 1. In view of (3.15), the Brownian scaling property, and 
(1.35), all that we have to do is show that there is a K, < 00 such that 
for all (s, y) E (0, l] x Y. But, since 
=f(s, 0, v) =f(s, 0, + h(y), Y) - 1 J”Wf(O, h(y), Y))(s, ~1, 
ll4i G 2 
this estimate follows easily from (1.39) and (3.15). 1 
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4. BISMUT'S FORMULA 
Throughout this section, Y will be a compact metric space and 
f:(0,co)xOxY+R,g:(O,co)~QxY+R, and F:(0,co)x8xY--+RN 
will denote functions which are completely P-regular uniformly on Y. We 
will also be assuming that 
sup sup 
(1 c 
exp (1 +a)‘(” ” ‘) pS(dB) ‘< cc 
sc(O,l] yt Y @ s 1 > 
for some CI E (0, co). (4.1) 
Under appropriate non-degeneracy conditions on F (cf. (4.15) below), what 
we want to do is to develop an asymptotic expansion for 
as s L 0. (4.2) 
The precise meaning of the expression on the right side in (4.2) is that we 
are looking at the density at the origin (relative to Lebesgue’s measure) for 
the distribution of 8 E 0 H F(s, 0, y) E RN under 
gh 6Y) exp f(s, 0Y) [ I S ~ (de), s 
In order to do so, we must learn how to relate the considerations in 
Section 3 to the (0: F(s, 0, y) = O}. The procedure which we will adopt 
consists of two steps. The first of these (cf. (4.6)) shows that the exponential 
rate at which p,(y) behaves is determined by 
p(y) - sup llhll:, f(0, h, y) - 2 : h E H with F(0, h, y) = 0 . (4.3) 
The second step uses the first step to justify restricting the integrations in 
(4.2) to a class of B’s whose intersection with (0 : F(s, 8, y) = 0} forms a 
nice submanifold of 0, thereby justifying a change of variables which 
reduces everything to a situation is covered by the results in Section 3. 
Since (cf. Theorem 2.11) (4.1) guarantees that 
j-(0, h, y)-!!+A--y llhll;, (h, y)eHx Y, 
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for some A E [0, co) and y E (0, co), it is easy to see that, for any r E [0, co) 
there is an R E [0, co) with the property that 
inf f(O, h, y)--2 
{ 
lh”’ : (h y)E B,(O , 2 r)=x Y 
I 
>SUP 
1 
f(O, A, y)- y : (h, y) E B,(O, R) x Y}. (4.4) 
4.5. LEMMA. Let (.c y)~(0, 11 x I'+-+ 'J'(s, ., Y)E~I,,,o.,,L~(P) be a 
mapping with the property that 
lim.mdsup IIW, ., Y)llw=J60, PE CL a). 
S10 J’S Y 
Then, for every closed subset r of E, 
{w:F(s,w,.l.)Erj 
Y(s, co, y)exp [f’“, ;” “1 I’,,,] 
llhll’, -:(h, y)~Hx YwithF(O,h, y)~f . 2 (4.6) 
Proof Set 
ms, P) = sup II W, .? Y)II .C.P(P)? (s, P)E(O, 11 x CL co). 
p E Y 
Then, by Hiilder’s inequality, 
where A(s, y) = (0 E 8 : F(s, 8, y) E f}. Hence, the left hand side of (4.6) is 
dominated by 
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respectively. But, by (2.14) with @ and f replaced by QP and 7, this means 
that the left side of (4.6) is dominated by 
llhll’, - : F(0, h, y) E r 
2P’ 
for all sufficiently large p E (0, co). Finally, either there is no (h, y) E H x Y 
for which F(0, h, y) E r, in which case c(~ = -cc for every p and we 
are done, or (by (4.4)) there is sequences pn 7 GO and a sequence 
{(h,, y,));c_Hx Y h h w ic converges in 0 x Y to some (h, y) E H x Y, such 
that F(0, h,, y,) E r and 
tlp,=f(O, h,, yJ-$$’ 
n 
for every n E Z+. But this means that F(0, h, y) E r and 
and therefore (4.6) holds. 1 
4.7. THEOREM. Let F: (0, cc ) x 0 x Y -+ RN be completely P-regular 
uniformly on Y, set 
A(s, 0, y) = DF(s, 4 Y) DF(s, 0, Y)* 
= ((DFi(s, 0, Y), DF’;i(S, 0, Y))H)I <r,jQN? 
and assume that 
(43) 
Ws, p) -sup j Vet A(s, 8, y)l -p p,(d@ 
yeY 6 
< 00, (s, P)E(O, 11 x CL a). (4.9) 
Next, let a continuous mapping y E Y ++ Y( ., . . , y) E @“‘(-02; R), a 
G: (0, co) x 0 x Y + E which is completely P-regular uniformly on Y, and a 
$ E C T (E; R) be given, and define 
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for (s, y) E (0, l] x Y. Then there is a unique continuous mapping (s, y) E 
(0, l] x Y~i,(y, .)ECF([W~)~L’([W~) with theproperty that A,(y, d<)= 
A,(JJ, 0 dt. Finally, asssume that 
- 
hm s log[Ws, p)] Q 0, PE Cl, 00). (4.10) s \ 0 
Then, for each SE {F(O, h, y) : (h, y) E Hx Y}, 
T- 
!;y s 1ogcsup IUY, 5)ll 
YE Y 
@. f(o,k Y)- 2 .W,h, y)=5 
and W-4 h, Y 1 E supp(lcI) . (4.11) 
In particular, if 0 E { F(0, h, y) : (h, y) E H x Y} and r~ E C( Y; R) satisfies 
f(O, h> Y)- llhll',/2-W.v) f or every (h, y)~ {Hx Y:F(O, h, y)=O and 
W, h, Y) E supp($) 1, then 
lim sup [s log IA,(y, O)l - a(y)] < 0. (4.12) 
S\O “E Y 
Proof: The existence of (s, y) E (0, l] x YH A,(y, .) E C,(RN; R) is a 
standard application of Malliavin’s integration by parts formula (cf. [6] ). 
In fact, given any compactly supported, bounded, measurable function 
u: RN --) R and any multi-index i E NN, one can use integration by parts to 
check that there exists a- bounded continuous (s, y) E (0, 1 ] x Y M Y,,i 
(3, -) Y) E flpc c,,,,L~(P) such that 
&?u, i,(y, .)), = (- l)li’ jRN u(t) “@“$ ‘) dk 
= I (deW(s, us, Y)))-*‘~’ y,,i(s> 0, y) r”(s. Y) 
xexp [““‘z” ‘)I P(do), 
where 
ru(s, y) = {w E Sz : G(s, w,, Y) E supp(\l/) and F(s, a,, Y) E supp(u)}. 
In order to prove (4.11), we assume, without loss in generality, that 
5 = 0. Let E > 0 be given, choose a function 9 E C ,” (( - E, E); 08) so that n E 1 
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on (-E/Z, s/2), and observe that Dirac’s delta function 6 at 0 in RN can be 
represented as 
s(5)= $ C(?X)’ (ti)-(V’X)(5i)l, 
i= 1 
where x= x[~.~, is the indicator function of the right half line. Hence, for 
any E > 0, we can write 
6= c &4&$ 
is{O,l)N 
where each u,,~ is a bounded measurable function on RN having compact 
support in BRN(O, E); and so, by the preceding paragraph, we can express 
A,(y, 0) as the sum over i E (0, 1 }” of terms 
I (det(A(s, m,, ~1))~“’ yc,i(St 0, Y) exp 4% v) 
where (s, y) E (0, 11 x YH YJs, ., y) E n,, c,,ocj Lp(P) is bounded 
continuous and 
Ah y) = (0 E Q : lF(s, m,, y)l d E and Gb, m,, Y) E supp(ll/)}. 
Thus, by replacing the F and f in Lemma 4.5 by 
and 
we conclude that, for every E >O, the left hand side of (4.11) is dominated 
by 
i 
II%, tl,=sup j-(0, h, y)-2: IF@, k y)l GE and W, h, y) E supp(+) 
I 
. 
But, because F(0, h, y) = 0 for some (h, y) E H x Y, we can now use (4.4), 
in the same way as did in the proof of (4.6), to arrive at (4.11). 
Given (4.11), the proof of (4.12) is nearly immediate. Namely, after 
replacingAs, 0, Y) byAs, 0, Y) - a(y), we can use (4.11) to see that the left 
hand side of (4.12) is dominated by 
i 
llhl12 
sup f(0, k Y)-O(Y)- 2 H : F(0, h, y) = 0 and G(O,h, y) E supp($) 
> 
, 
and, once again, an application of (4.4) allows one to show that this 
supremum is strictly negative. 1 
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We next introduce the assumptions that, for each y E Y, 
M(y)={hEH:F(O,h,y)=O}#@ 
and that (cf. (4.3)) 
lMv)ll:, 
P(Y) =f(O, h(y), Y) - 2 for precisely one h(y) E M( y ). 
(4.13) 
(4.14) 
Further, we assume that 
T(Y) = MO> h(y), Y) 
and we set 
has rank N for every y E Y, (4.15) 
U(y)= T(Y)* (T(Y) T(YY-“2, YE Y. 
It is then an easy matter to check that 
U(y)* U(y)=IdRNand17(y)- U(y) U(y)* 
is orthogonal projection onto ker( T( y ))‘. (4.16) 
4.17. LEMMA. For every y E Y, 
WV, h(y), Y)-4~) 1 kW’W). (4.18) 
Moreover, the map y E Y H h(y) E H, and therefore also the map y E YH 
p( y ) E [w, is continuous. 
Proof The validity of (4.18) is an easy consequence of the last part of 
Corollary A.4. The first step in showing that map y E YH h(y) E H is 
continuous is to show that it is bounded. To this end, we again use 
Corollary A.4 to see that, for each y E Y, 
is an open neighborhood of y. Hence, by the Heine-Bore1 property, there 
is an r E (0, co) such that M(y) n B,(O, r) # @ for any y E Y; and so, by 
(4.4), there is an R E (0, cc ) such that 11 h(y)/ H < R for every y E Y. 
To complete the proof that y E Y H h(y) E H is continuous, suppose that 
y, + y in Y and set h, = h( y,). Then {h,} p is bounded in H and therefore 
relatively compact in the weak topology on H. Furthermore, if h is any 
H-weak limit point of {h,} ;“, then 
p(y)<f(O, h, y)-F 
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and therefore h = h(y). Thus, we now know that h, + h(y) weakly in H. To 
see that this converges takes place in the strong H-topology, we use (4.18) 
to write 
h, = WY,) h, + (Id,- WY,)) of(O> L Y,). 
Since Df(0, h,, y,) -+ Dj(O, h(y),y) in H while U(y,) -+ U(y) in RN@H, 
the preceding leads 
But n(y) has finite rank, and so it takes weak H-convergence into strong 
H-convergence. 1 
4.19. THEOREM. Let ICE CF(lFV”; [O, 11) be identically equal to 1 on 
BRN(O, 1). Gioen a @: [0, co) x 0 x Y + E which is completely P-regular 
uniformly on Y into E, there is a measurable 6: [0, co) x 0 x Y + 
Ccw( RN; E) with the following two properties: 
(i) 8 is completely P-regular untformly on Y into W’“‘(RN; E) for 
each m E N and 
@A h, y)(5) = 4% @P(O, U(Y) 5 + H(Y) h(y) 
+ H?Y), k Y), (h, y,&)~HxR”x Y, (4.20) 
where ZZ’( y) = Id, - l2( y) and Z7( y) is defined as in (4.16); 
(ii) for each (s, y) E (0, CD) x Y, the distribution of 
(5, e) E RN x 0 w %s, 4Y)G - U(Y)* h(y)) 
5 1 E E x RN 
under y,” x p, is the same as the distribution of 
eEOH JKS(U(Y)*)(Q- U(Y)* h(y)) @Cc 4 Y) 
J(u(Y)*)(e) 1 
EEx[W~ 
under us. 
Proof: Because y E Y H h(y) E H is continuous, one can first show that 
(0, y) E 8 ~J(u(y)*)(e) can be taken to be completely P-regular 
uniformly on Y into RN, and one can then apply Theorem 3.6 to see that 
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there is an measurable mapping 6: [0, GO) x 0 x Y + CF(RN; E) x RN with 
the properties that 
for (k, JJ) E RN x Y and that Q is completely P-regular uniformly on Y into 
W’“)(RN; E) 0 RN for each m E N. 
Next, note that the map 
is C” on W@‘)(lLP; E) x RN into W’“‘(FP; E) for each m E N, and there- 
fore 6 E G 0 & is completely P-regular uniformly on Y into W’“)( RN; E) for 
every m E N. Obviously, this 6 has property (i); and in order to see that 
it has property (ii) as well, one need only use (1.20) from Theorem 1.19. 1 
4.21. THEOREM. Let f, g, and F be functions of the sort introduced at the 
beginning of this section, define A(s, 8, y) as in (4.8) and assume that (4.9) 
holds. Then, for each (s, y) E (0, l] x Y, the (signed) measure P,(y; .) on RN 
given by 
admits a smooth density p,(y, .) with respect to Lebesgue’s measure. Next, 
assume, in addition, that (4.10), (4.14), and (4.15) hold, where the qualities 
p(y) and M(y) are defined as in (4.3) and (4.13) respectively. Then, so long 
as the quadratic form (h, h’) E H2 - V( y)(h, h’) E R (cf (4.16)) given by 
Pf(O, h(y), YKWY)’ h, WY)’ W 
+ (DfV), h(y)> Y)--h(y), T(Y)* (T(Y) T(Y)*)-’ D2F(0, h(y), Y) 
x (WY)’ h> fl(y)’ h’))t, (4.22) 
satisfies 
V(y)(h, h) < F for all y E Y and h E ker( T( y))\ { 0}, 
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there exist sequences {c,}? E C( Y; R) and {K,}; E R with the property 
that, for every nE N, 
(271~)~‘~ e +““p,(y; 0) - i f%,(y) 
??I=0 
<K $I+ I)/2 
1 n > (s, Y)E(O, 11 x Y. (4.23) 
Proof: The existence of p,( y, .) is guaranteed by the considerations in 
Theorem 4.7; and, in the proving (4.23) we will assume, without loss in 
generality, that p(y) = 0 for every y E Y. 
Apply Theorem 4.19 to the function 
f(s, 4 Y) 
(s,O, Y)E[O, co)x@x Yk-+ g(s,8, y) ERXRXIRN 
[ 1 F(s, 8 Y) 
and use the notation 
(s,~,y)E[O,oO)xOxY 
h 8 Y) 
H 
[ I 
‘g(s, 8, y) E C,m(RN; R) x Cp!N; R) x C,“(RN; RN) 
R& 6 Y) 
for the corresponding mapping produced in that theorem. Referring to 
Corollary A.3, choose ME [2, co) so that F(O, h(y), y) E 9(M/2) for every 
y E Y, and set 
4s, 02 Y)(I)= MA&~ 6 Y))l(q1) 
for (s,($ y)~[0, co)x@x YandqEIWN. 
Next, choose 6 E (0, l] so that whenever an element of CF([WN; [WN) lies 
within a W(N+2)([WN; [WN) distance 6 of S(M/2) it is an element of F(M), 
and define 
and 
a2(s, 8, Y) = 44 II&s, 0, Y) - FK), h(y), Y)II W~~t2)(R~;R~)), 
where a E C “( IR; [0, 11) is identically 1 on ( - co, h2/4] and vanishes on 
[S2, co). Finally, again referring to Corollary A.3, choose r E (0, r,(M)) so 
that 
BIW~(O, r2(W) E F(B,N(O, r)) for every FE F(M), 
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and define 
Pb> 4 Y) = P(l3(wY)*)(e) - u(Y)* ON), 
where B E C “( IR; [0, 11) is identically 1 on ( - GO, r] and vanishes on 
Cr,(W, 00 ). 
Because p E 0, we know, by the last part of Theorem 4.7, that 
lim s haSUP lP,LJG 0) - 4h4 ONI < 0, 
S\O 1‘E Y 
where q,(y, .) E C”O(O?P; R) is the density for the measure 
rEsz&vH s a,(4  Y) sb, 4 Y) g(.h 0, Y) exp L 1 
f(h 03 Y) p,(de) c . {Fh&y)Er) s 
Now, choose $ E CT(RN; [0, co)) with jRN e(g) dg= 1 and set e,(k)= 
E-~$(~/E) for E > 0. Then, for 0 <E <r*(M), 
x exp 
where 
Thus, if we set 
J(s, 0, 149) = Idet(~(‘)(s, 8, .m))l. 
m, 4 Y) = w, 4 Y)(O) 
and we define 
and m 8, Y) = m, 8, Y)(O), 
a.5 0, Y) = J(S, 4 U) a, 8, Y)(z(s, 8, Y)) 
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x 1 +fts, 0, Y)(qs, 0, Y)) I% 0, Y) + u(Y)* - _ 
2 
h(Y)l’,N 11 ’ 
(4.24) 
then, after another application of Theorem 4.7, the preceding leads to 
lim s log 
S\O [ 1 
sup p,( y; 0) - J g(s, 0, y) exp 
.“E Y e 
[n, I’ “1 &(&)~I <o 
when one lets E L 0. 
In order to complete the proof, we must still check that Corollary 3.30 
can be applied to the functions S and f in (4.24). To this end, note that 
there is an E > 0 with the property that, for all y E Y, (remember that p = 0) 
f(0, h, y+<o whenever llZ7(y)‘(h-h(y))ll,~s 
and 
.fCO, k Y) =f(O, WY) W, k Y) + 17(y) 0) + WY)’ h, Y) 
IIVY) W, h> y) + WY) h(y#, 
2 
if IlZ7(y)‘(h-h(y))l/,<E. In particular, 
y(O, h, y)-!+O and equality holds if and only if h = l7( y )’ h(y). 
In addition, since 
WO, n(y)l h(y), y) = 0 
and 
~2W2 n(y)’ h(y), Y) 
= - [(T(Y) T(~)*)-“~@f’(o, h(y), y)l~(W~)‘@~(yY), 
one can easily check that D’f(O, ZZ(y)l h(y),, y) is equal to the quadratic 
form V(y) in (4.22). Hence, because, by Theorem 4.19, f and 2 are both 
completely P-regular uniformly on Y, Corollary 3.30 is applicable and gives 
the required result. 1 
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5. REGULARITY OF 1~8 PROCESSES 
In this section we will show (cf. Theorem 5.21 below) that, when the 
coefficients are smooth, solutions to stochastic’ integral equations are com- 
pletely P-regular uniformly with respect o their starting position. We begin 
with a couple of key estimates on which our subsequent analysis rests. 
5.1. LEMMA. Let (2, e, 9, Q) be a filtered probability space and let E 
be a separable Hilbert space. Next, let X: [0, co) x C + E, M: [0, 00) x 
C + E,A: [0, co) x C + R, and B: [0, co) x C -+ E be {%: t > O}- 
progressively measurable functions with the properties that 
(i) for Q-almost every (T E LT, t E [0, co) c, M(t, c-r) E E, 
tE [0, a)HA(t, cr)~ R, and tE [0, co) HB(t, ~)EE are all continuous 
functions which vanish at t = 0; 
(ii) for Q-almost every o ~2, t E [0, OO)H A(t, a) E R is non- 
decreasing and t E [0, 00) I-+ B( t, a) E E has finite total variation llB[l E( T) on 
each interval [0, T]; 
(iii) both (M(t),%, Q) and (IIM(t)#f,-A(t),%, Q) are local 
martingales; 
(iv) for some x E E and Q-almost every o E C, 
X( t, a) = x + M( t, rJ) + B( t, a), t E [O, co). 
Zf there are u and 8~ (0, co) such that, for Q-almost every o EC and all 
O<t,<t,<m, 
and 
then, for every TE (0, XI), 
SUP<E[o,T] Ilx(t)-xll; 
8(01+ fi2T) T 1 ’ dQ<21/ze2 
and there is a universal KE [ 1, co) with the property that 
Q( 
II~(~*)-~(t,)lI,>R+pT7,s 
022,T (t*--tlY ’ > 
~(“‘“;~~*): RE(0, Go), 
(5.2) 
(5.3) 
for every pE [l, co). 
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On the other hand, $ there exist IX, /?, and y E (0, 00 ) such that 
and 
IIWE(fZ, c)- IIBIlE(tI, a)dP(y2+ sup IlX(z, o)ll&- t1) 
Of?<!2 
for all 0 $ tl < (2 < CO and Q-almost every (r E Z, then, for every p E [2, CO), 
de2 (Y;;%i) exp[2e2(ctp +B) pT+ 11 (5.4) 
for all T and R E (0, co ), 
Proof: Without loss in generality, we will assume throughout that M, 
A, and B are all uniformly bounded functions and that each is a continuous 
function of t E [0, co) for each c E C. 
Since IIJJO - -41; < 2 IIM(t)ll~ + 2 IIB(t)ll~ and IlB(t)ll 4 PT for 
t E [0, T], the proof of (5.2) reduces to showing that 
suPO<r<T IIWt)llf- 
4aT 1 dQ<2,,Ze \ . (5.5) 
But, by using the Ito calculus for martingales, (5.5) follows from the same 
argument as we used in the proof of (1.8). 
In the proof of (5.3) we may and will assume that BE 0 and x = 0. Next, 
set 
11”(t2)--M(t1)ll. 
It,-t,ls’8 
4 dt 
1 
dt 
2. 
By the lemma of Garsia et al. (cf. Theorem 2.1.3 in [lo]), we know that 
and therefore that 
Q( 
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Hence, all that remains is to check that 
s Ip dQ < (KT3’2(ctp)2)p z 
for some (universal) KE [ 1, co). To this end, set 
F(t t )= II~(f2)-wl)llZE 
19 2 
It,- [II 
and 
1 
Ic= 
i.i [0,1]2 It2-q1’2 
dt, dt2. 
Then, by Hiilder’s inequality, 
< (~T~1~)p-l 
CO, T12 
and so 
s Zp dQ < (IcT~‘~)~ sup I F(r,, t212"dQ. z 0<1,<12<T 2 
Finally, since 
sup F2P exp 
FE CO,m) 
we can now use (5.5) to complete the proof. 
In order to prove (5.4), first note that 
Il~~~~II~=Il~ll:+~jT~x(t~.~M(t~~,+~ jTMfAB(W),+A(T) 
0 0 
<i&T)=llxll;+il?(T)+@T), 
where 
a(T) = 2 j’ W(t), dM(t)), 
0 
and 
B(T)=2 j’IlX(t)ll~ ll~ll~(d~)+~(T). 
0 
Now set 
Y(t) = (r2 + IIR~Nl~>p and Y*(t)= sup Y(z). 
O<r<t 
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Then, because y2 + I@(ct)jl i is a submartingale, 
I z 
while 
s, WVQ=b2+ ll~ll;)p+~s,Is, Y(t)‘-““@dt) 
+P(P-1) T 
2 IS 
Y(t)‘-““A(&), 
0 z 
where A is a continuous, non-decreasing process satisfying 
A(d) < IlX(t)ll’E A(d). 
Setting u(t) = sz Y*(t) dQ, we now see that 
U(T)< p 6 H -1 p b2+ llxll~~‘+2~pP+~~~~~~*u~i~~f~, 
and therefore that 
I Y*(T) dQ <e2(y2 + llxll~)” exp[2e2(c(p +/?) pT]. .x 
Thus, (5.4) now follows from Tchebychev’s inequality. i 
From here on, 0 denotes the standard Wiener space of k-valued paths, 
p is the associated Wiener measure, and (~3~ : t> O> is the standard tiltra- 
tion of a-algebras over 0 generated by the position of the paths. Given a 
separable Hilbert space E and a q E C( [0, co); E), we will use the notation 
and 
II cp II T,E= suP Ildf)llE 
fs C&T1 
Also, if E is a separable Hilberts space and rp is an element of 
C( [0, co); E), define ~I,cp E C( [0, co); E) for m E Z + to be the polygonal 
approximation to cp given by 
k&t) = Cl- m(t - T,(t))) cp(T,(t)) 
where T,(t) E [mt]/m for t E [0, co). 
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In the following theorem, E and F are separable Hilbert spaces, Y is a 
compact metric space, 
a = (a,, . . . . ad): [0, co) x C( [0, co); E) x Y 
-C([O, co)xC([O, a);F);Fd+‘) 
and 
‘y: [0, m)xC([O, oo);E)x Y+C([O, a);F) 
are maps which, for each YE Y, are infinitely differentiable with respect o 
(s, cp) E [0, co) x C( [0, co); E) and are, together with all their derivatives, 
continuous functions of all their variables. Also, for each m E Z +, A,a and 
A, Y will denote the maps determined by 
and 
CA,,, Y(s, cp, v)l(t) = II’% 4,zcp, ~)l(T,,z(~)), 
respectively. Finally, for each m E Z +, (s, t, 8, y) E [0, co )’ x 0 x Y H 
[E,(t)](s, 8, y)~ E is a continuous mapping such that (s, 0)~ 
[0, co) x 0 H [E,(t)](s, 0, y) is an element of 9Cy( [0, 00) x 0; E) 
for each (t, y)~ [0, 03) x Y and (t, 00) x 0 H [E,(t)](s, 8, y)~ E is 
{g’t : t > 0}-progressively measurable for each (s, y) E [O, co) x Y. 
5.6. THEOREM. Referring the preceding paragraph, assume that there 
exist CE(O,~O) and LEZ+ such that, for all t’s in [0, co), cp’s in 
C( [0, co ); E), and + ‘s in C( [0, 00 ); F): 
(3,yjEsr:~mj 
, x 
y III W, cp, ~)lll,,~ v III Cats, cp, y)lC., $)lllt,Fd+~ 
G C(1 + lII(PIIIt,E)L (1 + lllICIIIIr,F)~ (5.7) 
sup II[a(& % y)l(., $2)- [a(& % y)l(., $l)llr,Fd+l 
(S.Y)E(O,m)x Y 
GC IIti*-+lllt,F (5.8) 
and 
(S,y)ECO,m)x y III~u(~~ (P2? v)- ‘y(% (Pl, Y)llI,,f sup 
v IICah v2, v)l(., II/)- Cab cpI, Y)I(., +)II,,F~+~ 
G c II(P2-49,Ilr.E (1 + 111~111,,F)(1 + III P11l1t.E ” lIlcP*lIlt,E)L. (5.9) 
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Then, for each m E H +, there is a unique continuous map (s, t, 8, y) E 
[0, OO)~XQX YH [F,(t)](s, 8, y)eF such that [F,,Jt)](., .., y)~9C: 
([0, 00) x 0; F) for each (t, y) E [0, co) x Y and, for each (s, 8, y) E 
[0, co) x 0 x Y, t E [0, 00) H [F,Jt)](s, 8, y) E F is determined by the 
equation 
~6mih 8, Y)’ [A, Y(s, [&(ms~ 8, Y), Y)](T) 
+jl J@- ads, CEm(~)l(s~ 6 Y), ~11 
x (t, m,k)i(s, 0, Y)) d&(t) 
+ JOT [An ao(.6 C&(~)l(s~ 0,Y), ~41 
x (t, CFml(s, 0, Y)) 4 TE CO, a). (5.10) 
Furthermore, if there exists a continuous map (t, y) E [0, co) x Y ++ [E(t)] 
(., .’ y) E 3’“‘(d. E) such that 3 , 
lim SUP SUP s SUP m-oO (s,y)~(O,m)x Y IlhllGR @ re[O,R] 
x II CL(t)l(s, e+ k Y) - [IE(t)l(s, 0 + h, y)Il “E&de) = o (5.11) 
for every p E [ 1, m) and R E (0, co), then there is a unique continuous map 
(t, y)~ [O, oo)t+ [F(t)](., .., y)~@‘)(&; F) such that 
lim SUP SUP s SUP m+zc (s,y)~(O,m)x Y JJhJJCR @ ZE[O,R] 
x II CFm(t)l(s, 0 + h, Y) - CF(t)l(s, 0 + h, y)ll ;pL,(de) =0 (5.12) 
foreverypE[l,CO)andRE(O,GO);and,foreach(s,y)E(O,CO)xY,(t,B)E 
[0, 00) x 0 H [F(t)](s, 8, y) E F is the ,u,-almost surely unique 
{Bt+ : t > O}-solution to the It6 stochastic integral equation 
+ i lT Ca&, CE(ms, 6 Y), Y)l(t, w, 4 Y)) de,(t) 
k=l 0 
+]I [aoh [IE(.)l(s, 0, Y), r)l (4 YA.3 6 Y)) & TE CO, ~0) 
0 
(5.13) 
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Finally, if, in addition, for every TE (0, 00) and E > 0, 
lim sup sup s loglk((~ : III CU.)l(% 4 YNI T.E 
Rx-m (S,~)E(O,IIX Y msz+ 
” lll[~(~)I(~, 0, Y)lIIT,E~.R))l= --oo 
and 
(5.14) 
lim sup s log 
m-icx (S,y)E(O,l]XY 
x bm: iwmm5 0, Y)- mm 8, Y~+E))I = -CO, 
(5.15) 
then, for every T E (0, 00) and E > 0, 
lim sup sup s logk({e : 111 [r’,(~)i(% 8, Y)III T,F 
Rra (S,~)E(O,IIXY m..iz+ 
” 111 [F(m 8, .a T,Fa wi = --co (5.16) 
and 
lim sup s log 
m-+‘x se(O,l] 
X [&({e: w?,k)l(~~ e)- [,F(mS~ e)iiT,FaE))i= --Co. (5.17) 
In particular, for each t E [0, co), F(t) is P-regular uniformly on Y. 
Proof We begin by observing that there is no loss in generality if we 
assume that Y=O. Indeed, if this is not the case, then we can simply 
replace a with d given by 
and consider 
instead of F,,, and F. Thus, from now on, we will assuming that ‘Y = 0. 
The existence, uniqueness, and properties of the F,‘s for each m E E + are 
obvious. Furthermore, assuming the (5.11) holds for every p E [ 1, co) and 
R>O, the existence of a continuous (t, y)~ [0, cc) x YH [F(t)]( .,.., y)~ 
@O’(&; E) satisfying (5.12) and (5.13) is a straightforward application of 
(5.8), (5.9), and (1.5). 
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Now assume that (5.14) and (5.15) hold. Given TE (0, co), define the 
{.S?, : t 2 O}-stopping times 
set 
and 
and define Fz’(. ) and PCr)(. ), respectively, to be the solutions of (5.10) and 
(5.13) with E,( .) and E( .) replaced by EL)( .). Then 
and 
CF(.)lh 4 Y)= CW.)lb, 6 y) on CO, Cam,, 
for pS--almost every 8 E 0; and therefore, by (5.3) with p = 2/s and c1 
proportional to S, we see that 
lim sup sup 3 logi%,({@ : Ill Cr’,( .)I(% 0, Y)IIl T A ~(,:)~,,(O),F 
Rrm (S,.lJ)E(O,T]X Y mtz+ 
v Ill CF(.)l(s, 6 Y)lll 7-h i’,‘;,,(f?),F~ RI)1 = --co 
for every r E (0, co). Because, by (5.14) 
lim sup sup s logck(i;!&.,, 6 VI 
r7 00 (S.JJ)E(O,CO)X Y mt‘z+ 
Z-m for every TE(O, co), 
the proof of (5.16) is now complete. 
Turning to (5.17), define 
for positive R and 6. Then, using (5.7), (5.8), and (5.3), we can repeat the 
reasoning just given to derive (5.16) and this time show that, for every 
E > 0, there is a 6 > 0 such that 
lim sup sup slog 
m-cl2 (s,y)c5(O,T]x Y mcz+ 
x CAM : wx, ~md)- cfxm, 0, YJII 7-A i’~~;.),(s,,Fw)l = --co 
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for every RE (0, co). Thus, since, by (5.14) and (5.15), 
cc for every TE (0, co), 
the derivation of (5.17) is complete. 1 
We are now ready to prove the complete P-regularity of solutions to 
It6 stochastic integral equations. In the statement which follows, Y is a 
compact metric space and 
c = (00, . ..) ~d):[O,co)XY-,C([O,m)xC([O,co);RN);(lRN)d+’) 
is a continuous mapping with the properties that 
is C” for each (t, y)c[O, 03)x Y and (cp, t,ki ,..., $,JEC([O, o~);lR~)“+~. 
In fact, for each ZE N, set &‘)(s, y) = &r(s, y)/&‘; and, for n E Z +, we 
assume that there are continuous maps 
(s, cp, Y) E co, 0x1 x C(CO, 02 ); RN) x Y- a(l%, cp, y) 
E C([O, co) x C([O, co)“; RNpn); (RNy+l) 
such that 
!PEC([O, a)“; (RNpyl+ [&qS, $9, y)](., !P)EC([O, co); (RNy+l) 
is linear for each (s, cp, y) E [0, co) C( [0, 00); RN) x Y, and 
for all (s,~~,~)E[O,~O)XC([O,~O);[W~)XY,~E[O,~~), and (+i,...,+,)~ 
C( [0, co ); lRN)n. Finally, we assume that 
sup /lllI~%, u)l(., (P)III1,(RN)d+l~C,,O(l + IllcPIII,,RN), 
(S,Y)E ro,m)x Y
(4 cp) E co, a ) x C( co, 02 1; [WNPo, (5.18) 
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and, for n E R+, 
sup III Ca cLnYsY % Y)l( .t ~)lll ,,(RN)d+’ 
(s, Y) E co, m) x y 
d C,,,(l + Illcp III ,,W~dL”” Ill YIII [0,1]“,(RN)@~ (5.19) 
and 
d C,,n(l + IlcPIIll,WN” IlcP211r,R4LL” II~lI[o,,]“,(&P)~” II(P2-(P!IIt,W‘% (5.20) 
where {C,,, : (I, n) E N’} and {LI,, : (I, n) E N2} are some sequences of non- 
negative numbers subject only to the condition that Lo,, = 0, 
Ill Ylll [O, r]“, (RN)@n = sup I W~)l (RN)@n 
TE [O,,]” 
and 
III Ylll [O,<]“,(RN)@’ = Ill ~lll [o,t]“,(RN)@’ + sup 
T,T’E [o,ry 
I y(T’;TT~~;;~‘““‘“‘. ” 
5.21. THEOREM. Referring to the preceding, there exists a measurable 
mapping 
(s, t, 8, y) E [O, co)’ x 0 + YH [F(t)](s, 8, y) E RN 
such that, for each (s, y)~ (0, co) x Y, (t, 0) E [0, CO)H [F(t)](s, 0, y) E [WN 
is the pS-almost surely unique, {LA?,+ : t2 0 )-progressively measurable solu- 
tion to the It8 stochastic integral equation 
X,(T, 6 Y) = 5 j’ COk(S, y)l(t, xstt, 0, Y)) de,(t) 
k=l o 
+ j-’ CQ,(S, y)l(t, xs(t, 6 y)) & Tao, (5.22) 
0 
and, for each t E [0, co), (s, 8, y)~ (0, co) x 0 x YH [F(t)](s, 8, y) E IWN is 
completely P-uniformly regular on Y, 
Proof: For each m E i2 + and (s, y) E [0, 00) x Y, define (t, 0) E [0, co) x 
0 I-+ [F,(t)](s, 0, y) E RN by the equation 
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C~m(T)lk 0, Y)= i J’ C~,h ~)l(Tm(t), C4d’m(~)l(~> 0, YL Y) d’J,(t) 
k=l 0 
+ j’ Coots, ~)l(T,(th CA2’m(~)l(~> 0, ~1, Y) 4 
0 
(T, e)E [O, co)xQ. 
It is then an immediate consequence of Theorem 5.6 that (5.12), (5.16) and 
(5.17) hold. Hence, not only is (t, Y)H [F(t)](., .., y)~@~)(&‘; RN) a 
continuous map, but also, F(t) is P-regular uniformly on Y. 
To prove the complete regularity of F(t), we want to work by induction 
and apply Theorem 5.6 at each step. To this end, first set 
F’“’ = F( RN) for n E N, and 
and 
Em’ = 
{ 
F(o) if n=O 
n::; PC”’ if neZ+ 
E(h) = 
i 
(f-w)‘- 1 if n=O 
(n:;; (F”‘)‘) x (F@))‘--l if nfzZ+ 
when 1 E Z +. It is then an easy matter to check that, for each 1 E Z+, there 
exists a function 
a(“‘): [0, co) x C([O, co); EcLo’) x Y 
+ C( [0, co) x C( [0, a); F”‘); (F(“))d+ ‘), 
satisfying the properties in Theorem 5.6, such that, for each (s, y) E 
[O, co) x Y, (t, 13) E [0, co) x 0 I+ [F!$“)(t)](s, 8, v) E F(O) is determined by 
(5.10) with Y = 0, a = acl*‘), and 
E = E’“o’= F(%o), .. . . F’[- 1.0)) m m -(??I m . 
Hence, by induction on 1 and repeated application of Theorem 5.6, we 
see that (5.12), (5.16), and (5.17) hold with F,,,= Fi”’ and F(t) equal 
to the solution (t, 0)c [0, 00) x 0 H [FCLo)(r)](s, 8, y) to Eq. (5.13) 
when ‘YE 0 and a = acLo’. In particular, we now know that (t, y) H 
[F’““(t)]( -, .., y) E @O’(&; RN) is a continuous map and that F’““(t) is 
P-regular uniformly on Y. 
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We next turn to FcL”) for n >/ 1. For this purpose, let 1 6 v < IZ be given, m 
and define 
HS”‘:C([O, ~I);%‘“-‘(R~))~+C([O, co);sf’“(RN)) 
so that 
([H’“‘(@)](T), A’@ ... @A”) Y H”(W) 
= T(Q5(t),h10 ... Oh” I 0 
Setting 
(%O) @-??I 3 . . . . F(O.“- 1) m 1 
E”,“’ = m ((FF”, . . . . F(f;“), . . . 
if I=0 
(F (O.n-1) , . . . . FE”- “), 
( (F(h), . . . . F’[- k)) if IEZ+, 
what we find this time is that, for each n E H+, there exists a function 
a(‘,“): [0, 00) x C( [0, 00); E”+‘) x Y 
+ C( [0, 00) x C( [0, co); (F(“))d+ ‘) 
satisfying the conditions in Theorem 5.6, such that (t, 0) E [0, 00) x 
0 H [Ft”)(t)](s, 8, y) solves (5.10) when E, = Elf;“‘, a = at”), and 
Y= !@I,“), where 
Y(““)(s, cp, y) = i H~‘(P”+ ‘)(s, cp, y)) 
“=l 
b(+ys, cp, y) = (ay3”- l)(s, 9, Y)(cpl,,- I), . . . . up- ‘Vs, 9, y)(cp,,,- 11, 
for cp E C( [0, co); EcL”)), and 4 is the vector obtained from cp by removing 
its last coordinate. Thus, once again, we can use induction (this time on n) 
to show that Ft”’ satisfies (5.12), (5.16), and (5.17) when F=FcL”’ 
and (t, 0) E [0, co) x 0 H [F”,“‘(t)](s, 8, y) is the solution to (5.13) with 
Y = Yycr*fl) and a = a(l, n); and, as a consequence, we have shown that 
(t, y) H [F”s”‘(t)]( ., ‘., y) E ‘L@~‘(J&‘; %“(RN)) is a continuous map and 
that F’““‘(t) is P-regular uniformly on Y. 
In order to complete the proof, all that we have to do is examine what 
happens to the equation for D2qFc”’ = Fcn+q) when we apply the trace 
operator T, q times; and clearly, the only problem is to determine what 
becomes of the terms 
Hv+*)( [/i,~‘/.“- 1) I(% CC”‘( . )(h 6 Y))l) 
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when v is one of the indices involved in the trace. But, by choosing an 
orthonormal basis for H which contains all functions 
where (e,, . . . . ed) is an orthonormal basis in R”, and using this basis to 
compute the trace, it is easy to see that 
when v is one of the indices involved. Hence, the quantities d4F!,$“) are 
given by equations of the same form as the ones giving the Fg”“s, and 
therefore (5.12), (5.16), and (5.17) hold for {dqF$“‘fF and dqFcL”) is the 
solution to an equation of the same form as the one which determines 
F’““). Thus, the proof is now complete. 1 
APPENDIX 
In this appendix we will review a few facts about the Implicit Function 
Theorem. Although everything here is more or less familiar in the context 
of finite dimensional spaces, it is not so common to see them in an infinite 
dimensional setting. 
Given a separable Hilbert space X, NE Z +, and an FE C ‘(X; RN) whose 
first derivative F(‘) at the origin has maximal rank, we will use the notation 
U(F) = F(‘)(O)* (F”‘(O) F(‘)(0)*)-“2, 
IT(F) = U(F) U(F)*, and 17’(F) = I,- n(F). (A.11 
Clearly, U(F) is a unitary mapping from RN onto ker(F(‘)(O))‘, II(F) 
is orthogonal projection onto ker(F”‘(O))‘, and 17’(F) is therefore 
orthogonal projection onto ker(F”‘(0)). 
A.2. THEOREM. Given A4 E [ 1, co ), there exist positive numbers r,(M), 
TX(M), and E(M) < r2(M) such that to every element F of 
B(M) 5 FE C2(X RN) : IlFll cj(BX(o,l);w) < M,
IF(O)1 < E(M); and F”‘(O) F”‘(O)* 3 g} 
there corresponds a mapping yM(F) E C*(X x RN; X) with the property that, 
for each (x,&)~XxlR~ satisfying Ill7’(F)x+ U(F)5(1,<r2(M),~~(x,5) 
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is the only and only element y of ker(F(‘)(O))’ satisfying both 
llIll(F)x+ yjJ,<r,(M) and F(II’(F)+ y)=k. Moreover, J@,, can be 
chosen so that, for each m E N and n E E+, the restriction of yM to S(M) n 
C “‘+“+‘(X; RN) h as m continuous derivatives as a mapping with values in 
c&r+ RN; X). 
Proof Given an FE C*(X; RN) for which F”‘(O) has rank N, define 
Z? X-+X by f(x) = ZZ1 + U(F) F(x). Clearly, F=E C2(X, X), jlp(O)lj,< 
IF(O and E(‘)(O) P(‘)(O) > Z,/M. Hence, by simply repeating the standard 
proof of the finite dimensional Inverse Function Theorem (cf., for example, 
Theorem 9.24 in [S]), one can easily check that there exist positive r,(M), 
r2(M), and s(M) < r,(M) such that fi is diffeomorphic on B,(O, r,(M)) 
onto a neighborhood of B-JO, 2r,(M)) w h enever F is in the corresponding 
set 6(M). In fact, after introducing a smooth bump function, it is easy to 
arrange that there exist a continuous map $,,: F(M) + Ct(X; X) such 
that: fM(F) coincide with Q-’ on B,(O, r,(M)) for every FE%(M), and, 
for all (m, n) E N x Z+, jQ, restricted to F(M) n C”‘+“+‘(X; RN) is n times 
continuously differentiable into Cn(X, X). 
Next, define 
kt,(F)k 5) = n(F) hAFW%W) + U(F) 0, 
(x, 5) E Xx RN, for FE Y(M). 
Then, so long as 17’(F) x + U(F) 5 E B,(O, r*(M)) and y E ker(F(‘)(O))’ 
satisfies LrL(F) x + YE B,(O, r,(M)): 
y=~M(F)(~,Q~&71(F)~+y)=17L(F)~+U(F)~ 
oF((n’(F)x+ y)= U(F)*@7’(F)x+ y)=& 1 
A.3. COROLLARY. For each ME [ 1, co), there exist positive numbers 
r,(M), r,(M), and E(M) < r2(M), and a map JLfrom 
900 s FE C2PN; RN) : IIFII c,,(BRN(o,I);wy GM, 
IF(O)1 6 E(M); and F”‘(O) F(‘)(O)* > g) 
into Cz(IWn; RN) such that, for each FEN and ~EB&O, r,(M)), 
&(F)(g) is the unique ~EB,N(O, r,(M)) for which F(q)= 5, and, for all 
m E N and n E H +, 9M is an n-times continuously dfferentiable mapping from 
F(M)nC”+“+’ (RN; RN) into C”(RN; RN). 
Proof. Simply take X = RN in Theorem A.2, and set .YM(F) = 
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A.4. COROLLARY. Let X be a separable Hilbert space and F: X + RN a 
twice continuously differentiable map with the properties that F(0) = 0 and 
that F(‘)(O) has maximal rank. Then, for any E > 0 there is a 6 > 0 such that, 
for any GE C*(X; RN) satisfying IIG - FII Cb(BX(0,E);R~)<4 G(x)=ofor SOme 
x E B,(O, E). In addition, iff E C’(X; R), r E (0, oo), and 
f (0) = maxi f (x) : x E B,(O, r) and F(x) = 0}, 
then f (“(0) I ker(F”)(O)). 
Proof After choosing M E [ 1, co ) so that 
and 
21,N 
F”‘(0) F”‘(O)* 2 M, 
one sees that the first assertion follows immediately from Theorem A.2. To 
prove the second assertion, set Y(x) = fJF)(x, 0), note that (since Y 
takes values in ker(F’l)(0))L and F”‘(O) !P(“=O) Y(‘)(O) =O, and con- 
clude that (since x~Xwf(Il'(F)x+ Y(X)) has a local maximum at 0) 
f"'(0) l7l(F)= 0. 4 
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